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Dru,tlap moves to end chairmanship issue
By Gary Langer
. University Board Chairman
Philip Dunlap appointed himself
chairman pro tern of the Board's
Property and Plant Development
Committee (PPDC) in a move to
end the .c~ntroversy surrounding
that position.
Dunlap, who announced his appointment in a letter to the
trustee on Dec. 3, removed
Trustee and State Senator D.
Alan Rock from his position as
chairman of the PPDC on Nov. 4.
Rock's removal sparked a controversy within the Board that
has been ragirig for the past month.·
Rock claimed- he was •'dumped" from his position because he
is opposed to the Board's budget
request of $181 million for the
next two years. Rock was the

only trustee to vote against the
:budget.
Dunlap said Rock was chairman of that committee "under
the last arrangement. I appointed
people
under
a
new
;Qrganization," he said. Dunlap
· ·appointed Rock chairman of the
PPDC in the fall of 1974.
Dunlap also questioned the
_propriety of legislators holding
chairmanships of Board committees. "Board members who are
legislators could do a better job in
the legislature if removed from
'the burden of .responsibility in a
·c hairman's position," he said.
'"There is a conflict of time and
another constituency that might
overwhelm the. constituency
closestto the University."
"I think it represents a political

move, " said Rock. He said
:Dunlap is trying to institute
iBoaM policy by preventing
~egislators from holding committee
chairmanships.
"Board
policy is tp be determined by all
the trustees,'' he said.
Trustee
Nathan
Battles
recommended that Dunlap rein:state Rock in a letter to Dunlap
published in the Dec. 2 issue ,of
the Manchester Union Leader.
Battles letter was written in
response to Dunlap's offer of
chairmanship of the PPDC to
him. Battles turned down the offer "because of other previous
t.ime commitments.''
"Rock· has been a g~ chair- .
man and has devoted freely of his
time," wrote Battles. He wrote
that Rock should be reinstated to

end the controversy surrounding
his removal.
Battles said last week the
decision to remove committee
chairman from their positions
·should be made by the Board as a
whole.
Dunlap said the Board places
"certain responsibilities" in its
elected chairman, one of which is
the obligation to appoint and
replace chairmen.
· Trustee William Dunfey wrote,
"Rock somehow equates those
dollar needs (of the Universi,ty
budget> with his opposition ' to
broad-based taxes" in '! ~
published in the D~&·~~JsS\k
The New Hamps.krr:e3. ~
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Mills, faculty agree:
Senate must change
By Katie McClare
Faculty
Council
member
Bennett Foster said yesterday
that at a meeting of the council
with UNH President Eugene
Mills last week he "heard no disagreement" with Mills' views on a
possible restructuring of the Senate.
Mills has said he feels "the unicameral Senate can't work. " He
favors placing academic issues
under the jurisdiction of faculty
and "student life issues " under
student jurisdiction.
"In fact," continued Foster,
"the joke was almost made that
'we're glad to have the cbanc;e to
talk to you so we won't have to go
on record. "'
Most of the council members
were either unavailable or declined comment on Mills' remarks.
Acting Chairman of the Council
Robert Kertzer said, "The nature
of his remarks have been reprinted in The New Hampshire
and the "Campus Journal".
WSBE Assistant Professor
Richard Mills said in speaking
for his constituents in the college,

"There. is more than · majority
support for a · restructuring of
University governance. There is
a fairly widespread feeling that
some form of the unicameral Senate should be maintained, tempered by a feeling that in termr
of academic policy the facult)
needs a more direct role."
He said, "Ninety per cent of the
work of the Senate falls into two
camps--issues of primarily stu. dent concern and faculty concern." He said that many of the
faculty issues were wasting students' time if they had no interest.
Professor Mills said, "I don't
'see the Council at this point as an
action body. There was no discussion of action. The general
feeling was that the action I had
'taken was appropriate."
He said that although he felt
most of the Council members felt
his action was "appropriate and
iconstructive," he would not want
to ''put them on the record.' '
Foster said he favors the reFACULTY, page 12
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Jury undecided
By Brent Macey
employee of City Cab Company
The guilt or innocence of Joseph in Portsmouth.
F. Katz, a 22 year old sailor acTestimony from Katz and witcused of murdering a Portsmouth nesses revealed Katz hired a cab
cab driver April 1 on Mast Rd. in driven by Hovey in Portsmouth
Durham, remained undecided to drive to Durham to pick up two
late yesterday afternoon by a Naval uniforms held as collateral
jury in Strafford County Superior by a former landlord in lieu .. of
Court.
rent payment.
.
According to Katz 's testimony .
The jury of 10 men and two
women were sequestered at the · Hovey repeatedly put his arm on
Ramada Inn in Dover after no Katz's leg during the trip to .
verdict was reached following · Durham, and Katz repeatedly
eight hours of deliberation.
pushed the hand away. Katz then
Katz is accused of fir8t degree

ea th er

By Diane Breda
CONCORD - - University System Chancellor Bruce. Poulton
presented the System's $181 million biennial budget request for
fiscal years 1978 and 1979 at the
Governor's budget hearing at the
State House Tuesday afternoon.
Sen. Robert Monier <R Goffstown) and Sen. William
Sanborn <R - Deerfield) were
critical of the budget's proposed
salary increases.
The University Board of Trustees approved the budget request
earlier this fall. Funds requested
from the state amount to 34.8 per
cent, or $64 million said Poulton
to the committee chaired by State
Comptroller Arthur Fowler. Gov .
Meldrim Thomson was not present.
University System Chancellor Bruce Poulton presented the
"This is the smallest amount of
- Governor's budget committee with the S).:stem 's $181 million revenue, percentage-wise, that
. budget Tuesday afternoon at the State House as UNH any state university asks of its
President· Eugene Mills <left) looked on. <Steven Morrison
RUDGET, page 4
photo)

Three women's groups
seek new headquarters
By Elizabeth Grimm
Three womens groups on campus are interested in occupying
the present Alumni House on
Main Street when the Alumni
staff move to their new headquarters on Edgewood Drive next
spring.
The Women's Center, the UNH
Commission on the Status of
Women, and Disadvantaged
Women for Higher Education
<DWHE) would like to move into
the Alumni House to create a central home for the University's

women-oriented services and organizations.
Vice Provost of Student Affairs
Richard Stevens has recommended to UNH President
Eugene Mills that consideration
be given to the issue of creating
a central Women's House in the
Alumni House.
Mills said, "I've had in mind
for a long time some means to
consider a Faculty House. Now
that the Alumni House will be
vacated it is under consideration
as a Faculty House.

"I'd talked earlier. with the
Faculty Council about the concept and went to the Faculty Caucus to ask for their :help in examining the situation."
Faculty Caucus Chairman
James Morrison has appointed a
committee to study the concept
of a Faculty House.
Mills said that he does not have
a specific time in mind when a
final decision on the Alumni
House will be made.
ALUMNI, page S
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Schedules

Displays

ScQops

Shirley
Passman
likes running around
with her head cut off
trying to schedule all
the various groues
and organizations m
the available MUB
rooms. For story see
page six.

The Woodman In·
stitute in Dover has a
lot of interesting
displays and a pretty
interesting character
as curator. See page

The
UNH
men·s
basketball team won
their first game of the
season last night. See
page 20 for the scoop
on
last
night's
basketball
and
hocke~· games.
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-----News Briefs-------..
Scholarship search starts
The start of a national academic search for the first Truman
Scholarship candidates has been announced by the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship Foundation.
Fifty-three students who will be in their junior year of coll~ge
next fall will be selected during this year through the Foundation
as the first Truman Scholars. The Foundation awards scholarships to students followiQg ei
career in government. They offer a maximum stipend of $5,000 a
year for up to four years of college.
Students must have a grade point average of at least 3.0 and be
nominated by the college's president. Nominations must be submitted by Dec. 15, 1976.

President Ford
Outgoing President Gerald Ford will not .be hurting for l~~k of
work when he leaves office Jan. 20. According to Fords m1htary
aide, Maj. Robert Barrett, who is handling Ford's persona.I, ~f
fairs, the President has received "a large number of offers, mcluding one from the University of Michigan, Ford's alma mater.
Barrett said Ford had been offered a visiting professorship in
Political Science.

Alcohol replaces marijuana
According to Campus Roundtable in the January issue of
Gallery Magazine, alcohol has replaced marijuana on most
college campuses as a students' prime means of a high.
According to the article, money is a big factor in determining
how a student gets high.
_
Age is another factor. Mindi Keirnan, editor of the University <?f
Florida newspaper reports that "Younger students spend their
Friday and Saturday nights cruising the bars. Older students,
those leftover from the war-torn sixties, spend some of their
evenings with friends usually smoking pot."

Fire chief resigns
The Durham-University of New Hampshire Board of Fire
Commissioners is working on a search and review procedure to
use in selecting a replacement for Fire Chief Paul Long, who announced his resignation effective Jan. 7.
Chairman of the Board David Flanders said. the commissioners
appointed Deputy Chief Roland LaRoche to serve as acting chief
beginning Jan. 7 at midnight.
Long resigned from the Fire Department in Durham to be fire
chief in Portsmouth. He will asume his duties there Jan. 10. ·

Highway fatalities
'

The number of highway fatalities in New Hampshirt> to date is
only 10.fewer than the 151 recorded for 1975 according to the New
Hampshire Department of Safety.
"Too many drivers are returning to their old ways, probably
thinking it's always the 'other guy' who will be stoppeci for a
violation," said Safety Commissioner Richard Flynn. "Speeding
arrests are up considerably despite the increased number of
radar units in use by police which should serve as a deterrent." .

Food engineering
The University of Massachusetts in Amherst will offer the
natioo's first undergraduate program in food engineering next

rau.

The four-year program, offered by the Department of Food and
Agricultural Engineering, will lead to a bachelor of science
degree in food engineering.
T~e prog~a~ will train students in improving food preservation, nutrition and "sensory qualities " as well as food pro'·
duction and processing efficiency.
The food industry is the nation·s largest, employing 1.6 million
people.
Residents of New England, if accepted to the program, will be
charged only in-state tuition.

Andy the potter man accepts some of the spirit of Christmas from a gift-shopping Wildcat. (Ed
Acker photo)

Pastrami's Poohbah gets a helper
By Mike 'Minigan
-Some oeople told me two of us
couldn't fit into the truck. Others
said I'd burn more burgers than I
could sell, and I wouldn't last an
hour.
But I wasn't phased, I was even
more determined. So one night
last week, I stepped into Karl's
burger truck down in the Quad, to
prove to the world that I could
cook a burger with the best of
them.
Before I even had a chance to
introduce myself, Kar 1, the
poobah of pastrami, handed me a
towel apron and ~irected me ~o
the grill, my station for the night.
I was to handle the h1nnburgers
~nd chPP~ebureers -while -Karl
directed the rest of the operation.
Trying to break me in easy, I
thought.
.
"You know how to do it," he
said, meaning the cooking, wrapping and delivering of the hamburgers and cheeseburgers. And
I thought I did, having frequented
Karl's truck and observed his
wizardry for the past three years.
I surveyed tne rows of waiting
hamburger rolls, and found out
where the spare burgers are
kept, and even _did a little
preliminary stirring of the
ketchup, mustard and relish. No
sweat. This'll be a breeze.
But when the first person stepped to the window and order~ a
hamburger, I burned my hand
dropping the patty on the grill.
Only nervous jitters.
I managed to get through the
cooking, and the· application of
ketchup and relish was no
problem, but wrapping the
·ielicious morsel was another
:;tory.
I placed the burger neatly on a
piece of waxed paper, but
couldn't fi~e out how to fold it
up.
Thankfully, Karl _intervened
am:l disp1ayea the proper metllo<:l.
The burger is placed upside down
on the paper, with each of the
four corners wrapped into the
middle. Voila.
Luckily for me it was a slow
night, and the early evening was
filled with small talk between

Karl,_myself and a steady stream
of regular visitors ranging from
students, to Karl's drinking buddies, to a Durham policeman.
Another order was placed, and
I got my first experience with a
cheeseburger. Karl showed me
how to. slice the cheese for each
burger (the left handed cheese
slicer niade it much more efficient) and how to place the slab
on the crown of the bun, warming
next to the grill.
When I flipped the burgers, I
tried te place the cheese right in
the middle of the surface. But as
luck would have it, on~ corner
·slipped right off, into the fire.
"Go in there and get it," the
boss said. "Put your fingers riglit
in there and get that cheese on
the middle of the patty."
I followed directions to the letter, sacrificing the hair on two of
my knuckles in the process.
"Ouch."
"That's nothing," ~arl said. ·
"You'll have no hair left on those
hands by the end of the night.'' He
showed me the back of his hands
and the small welts and scars
made a definite impression on
me, an impression I didn't really
cherish.
I made it through that '>rder~
but soon learned another lesson
grappling with the lettuce and
tomato.

The lettuce and tomato burger ·
is one of Karl's specialties. But
trying to place a cooked burger
on top of a pile of garden delights
without anything slipping off, is
something which takes a little
practice. I started to catch on after I lost the first two handfuls of
lettuce.
One by one, customers came to
the window. It was a bad night for
Karl, meaning I didn't get the
chance to massacre that much
food.
"Who's your helper," asked
eight of every ten customers.
"He took over the place. Made
me an offer I couldn't refuse,"
said Karl.
I just smiled and went along
with the joke.
"I don't believe it Karl. You

didn't sell out. You're an institution around here.··
"I tell you it's true," Karl
responded. "I'm staying with
him a week to break him in.
Tonight he's on the burgers,
tomorrow night the dogs. By the
end of the week, I'm gone."
Some of the customers thought
it was the truth.
''The way business is tonight., I
should sell out,'' Karl said to me.
"My wife is never going to
believe I worked tonight."
And it was true. By 9 we were
at the 7:30 quota. I was usually
left with long stretches to collect
myself and to brace myself for
the crush which was sure to
come.
At halftime of the Monday
ntght football

~ame.

business .

.became a 6it brisk, and the
same was true about midnight,
after the downtown hot spots had
cfosed.
During these stints I picked up
some of the finer points of
cookery, such as circling six
burgers like covered wagons to
fit them all on the grill.
During one of these rushes, I
plopped an extra burger on ~he
grill, and ended up hopmg
someone would come along and
claim it before it burned to a
frazzle. Karl, of course, · never
makes those kind of mistakes.
Soon, I was able to master the
touch of slipping the burger onto
a bun loaded with lettuce, tomato
and the rest of the fixings with a
deft flick of the wrist. "Right
through the garden" as Karl's
regulars would say.
Just as I felt the confidence to
tackle any order and whip four or
five burgers off at a time, .it was
~losing time.
The final cwo or. three
stragglers plodded up to the
truck. I realized that I had had
trouble working just the grill,
while Karl usually handles all
phases of th~ operation, right
down to the milk shakes.
My last burger was a success,
and as I handed it to the
customer, Karl said, "Nice work,
just like a pro, just like a pro."
"Not quite Karl, not like the
.master

Cole says age will cure University students
By Niles Clevesy
University Trustee Stacey W.
Cole says that the present system
for choosing the student trustee
"is just fine the way it is." The
governor picks a student to
represent the students of the
"University of New Hampshire
System.
When asked if he thought there
is any way to improve this
situation to make it more
representative of the students,
Cole reiterated, "No, it's just fine
the way it is.:'
When asked what he thought of
the kids attending the University
today, Cole replied, "They're
serving their own time just like
when we were young. They're not
the same as we were--thank God.
I guess that they'll come out of it
all right when they're a little
older."
·He continued, "There's nothing
wrong with them that age won 'f

cur2. They'll b€ the first :mes to
The University's budget
admit t.hat whP.n they get older."
request of $61,053,478, a 33.6 per
Besides working as a trustee, cent increase over the last bienStacey Cole is employed by the nium, has already been deterNew Hampshire Petroleum mined to be excessive, according
Council of Concord, a division of to the governor's 6 per cent inthe American Petroleum In- crease allowance. ·
stitute.
Cole serves as chairman of the
Cole graduated from UNH "in
the. applied farming course agricultural affairs committee of
before it was known as it is now the Board of Trustees and he
"My
specialty
is
as the Thompson School of Ap- said,
plied SriP.nrP. "
.
agriculture. It is my duty to see
The trustee lives in West Swan- that the college of life sciences is
zey with his wife and two dogs re2arded as high as possible."
· Gov.· Meldrim Thomson ap(;ole said that the Dean of that
pointed Cole trustee in 1974 and
school has to hand in a ten-year
his term lasts until 1978.
Cole said of the University's plan on the college's development
budget, "I supported the budget. to the Board by Jan. 1. "I'm
I'm a member of the finance and looking forward to receiving that
budget committee. I'd like to ~ plan," said Cole. "We'll look it
cuts in some areas and increases over and from it we'll make the
in others." He added. "It's big final judgement as to what the
enough and we're not going to get college should strive for."
it; I can tell you that."
Cole also serves as a member

of the prqperty and plant
development committee.
On the role of women.in the
University, Cole said, "Oh, I like
women. I married one of them. I
don't see how they're different
than anyone else.
"We just approved the 450some-odd page affirmative action plan. I don't have any objection to anybody· because of race,
color, creed, sex, or size. If
they're qualified, hire them. If
they're not, get rid of them."
Concerning the difference in
pay at the different branches of
the University System, Cole said,
"I've always thought of equal pay
for equal work. The question is
whether or not the work is equal.
I frankly don't think that time in
the classroom is just enough ."
Cole in his spare time gardens,
is a wildlife photographer, and
writes_ a nat':ll"e column in t.he

Manchester Union Leader called
"Nature Talks Down On The
Farm."
The trustee said that one of his
main concerns is the sense of
values that students possess.
"The kids today don't have the
sense of value that kids had back
in the depression. Now there's a
great deal of needless destruction
and there's so much affluence
today because people really don't
know the value of things. I simply
think that they <the students>
should be a bit more appreciative
of what they have."
Cole said that the university
should strive "to give the best
possible education within . the
ability of the state, that the
students and the citizens can pay
for."
- He said that he sees his role as
trustee as carrying out that conviction
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Jobs, rooms and courses offered for January
By Bernadette Mulkern
For students planning to stay in
Durham during the January
)break there are places to live and
a few courses to take, jobS· and
'.several other things to ao.
Stoke Hall will be open to
students during January. The
post is $2 a night.
According to Mark Roblard, a
·housing coordinator, students
who want to stay in Stoke Hall
must fill out a standard University petition form and give
reasons why they want to stay on
campus. These forms ' must be
signed by the student's present
head resident.
The School Of Continuing
Stutlies ( SCS ) is offering several
one and two · credit courses

·evenings and weekends for three health and medicine and the
exaggerated claims ot the sellers
. The system-wide effort in- <..iccording to a brochure presencluding Keene State College, :ted by the School of Continuing
Merrimack Valley Branch, ;studies.
·Plymouth State College and UNH · For several years students
offers sixteen courses to be held have requested courses for the
at St. Thomas Aquinas High semester break according toSchool in Dover.
,John Cavanaugh, dean of the
1
The program is bringing in- ~khool of Continuing Education.
structors from other institutions· "'Students have been asking what
· to teach courses in special ithey can do academically during
education, human behavior and the break,'' said Cavanaugh.
· business.
: The School of Continuing
Also offerred is a course in ~tudies along with SCS , has
supervisory skills for women and t"pulled out the best one and two
one in "premedicated murder." credit modules and small
This
course
deals
with 'programs to fit in well with
proprietary and non-nrQorietarv 'Students on campus, teachers
· medicines. and the difference and other professionals in- the
between genuine advances in 1Seacoast area," said Cavanaugh.
~weeks during January.

Blood
Donors
praised

Qunlap defends _position

By Jamie Batson
In 25 years of blood drives, the
Durham Red Cross has collected
over 42,000 pints of blood. Towards
the end of another successful
drive Jerry Stearns, Durham
Red Cross Blood Drive chairman,
praised Durham donors.
"I don't know of anyplace else
where people would take the
time to give so much," said
Stearns yesterday on the last day
of this year's Christmas drive.
Stearns, who has become a bit
of legend around Durham, expected that over 1,000 pints would
be donated before the four day ·
drive closed yesterday at 3 p.m.
"Tuesdays and Thursdays
seem to be the best days," said
Stearns, who has seen the drive
grow from a two-day, twice yearly event to the four day production
that she organizes five times
each year.
There was a bit of excitement
when the unsuspecting 42,000th
donor walked throue:h the door of
the MUB's Granite State Room
Wednesday morning. Sue Hosmer,
a UNH student from Keene,
became an instant celebrity.
"I was so glad that it was a student who brought us over the
mark," said Stearns. "After aU,
students are the ones who make
I UNH student Jeanette Engle relaxes while Jane Currier, RN,
our drives so successful."
The Granite State Room itself . draws a pint of her blood. The Durham Blood Drive attracted
. was transformed into a combina- 1,154 persons who gave 1,070 pints of blood. Durham has now
tion subway station and snack . given a grand total of 42,526 pmts. (Nick Novick photo)
bar as the donors slithered
The crowd at the snack table , great mushy , !.e with the white
through the maze before getting
. relaxed as they waited the pre- i frosting and pin&.. frills.
to the "tables."
Blood drives at the University
Santa Claus tried to no avail to scribed 15 minutes before being
keep his stuffed bottom from . released. The staff keeps a .. have become something that both
falling into his shoes as he watchful eye on the crew fresh off 1 the Red Cross staff and the doncheered the donors who were ac- . t~e tables checking for sig~ of ~ ors have come to look forward to.
tually in the process. Meanwhile hght-headedn~ss.
,
"I haven't missed one in four
his wife ('?) or whatever, scamThought liy many to be the ~ years," exclaimed one senior
pered from the earlobe and finger highlight of any donation the ~ between bites of his mushy cake.
pricking area to the blood . snack table serves sandwiches , The joy of giving mixed with
pressure bottlenecks dispensing (tuna, egg salad, cheese and I the fun of participating have
candy canes, cookies and good .chicken) ~ milk--they even had \made the blood drives more and
chocolate this time, and that more successful every year.
cheer in her wake.
.

Five-day mountaineering
course earns tWo credits
By Bernadette Mulkern
The Division of Continuing
Education mcE) is offering two identical five-day courses on winter mountaineering during
January. The first one will· be
held Jan. 11-15 and the second
from Jan. 18-22.
Students taking the course wiL
earn two undergraduate or graduate credits from the University
of Maine at Portland-Gorham,
according to Ralph BergiQ of the
Department of Continuirig Education. "There should be no
· problem transferring the credits," said Burgio, "but students
. should check with their advisor."
The course includes basic ice
climbing, glissading, survival
c_ross country skiing, snow

. Registration will be Dec. 15 in · ice climbing. glis&ading, cross
Taylor Hall or any time at the ·countrY- skiing, snow shoeing. \\jnter mountaineering, and camLee Center East.
The Job Bank is trying to get 'ping.
1 The last three days of the cour~mployment for students. Letters
were sent to stores asking if they se will be held on Mt.
need seasonal help, according to Washington. The course will be
Debra Small, Student Coor- nffered twice; Jan.11-15andJan.
dinator of the Job Bank. Replies 18-22.
to these letters should be coming · This program is offered
through the University of Maine
in the next week.
Small advises coming to the .and students planning to transfer
Job Bank to check on the jobs these credits whould check with
that come in. "If you come in on their program advisors, accorMonday and don't see anything, ding to Ralph Burgio from SCS .
·don't give up. Something might
Students who are approved for
come in on Thursday and .work/study who have not obsomebody will grab it."
tained a job can apply for jobs
SCS is offering a two credit
course on mountaineering. The
five-day course will include basic JANUARY, page 15

shoeing, winter mountaineering · <A-14') will make transfer ot
and camping. The lastthree days credit toward degree programs
of the course will be held on Mt. at UNH easier.
Washington.
According to Burgio, the
·
majority of the staff are college
Al~ equipment except personal graduates with advanced degrees
clothing \~HI _be provided. No in· education and enviornmental
previous
' experienct:
f1'r
sciences.
educational prerequisites are
The course provides opporrequired.
·
tunities for students to take part
The total -cost for each five-day in a demanding adventure that
program is $160 per student. stimulates the process of selfEnrollment is limited to twelve discovery, according to Burgio.
persons in each program. There "This program offers something
will be one instructor for every different,'' he said.
four students.
Enrollment and registration
Students will be graded on their will be held until the end of the
participation in the program and semester at the DCE office.
"are expected to develop certain "With good response maybe
proficiencies," said Burgio. there will be additional sections
Usi!!_g the letter basi~ for g~ading and instructors," said Burgio.

•By Gary Langer
,
University Board of Trustees Chai_rman Philip DWilap said
Wednesday he appointed himself chairman pro tern of the Board
Property and Plant Development Committee <PPDC) because "it
was a waste of time to pursue the issue any further.
"I didn't want it to look as though I was having any trouble with
the board," he said.
Dunlap termed his removal of Trustee and State Senator D.
\.Ian Rock from his position as chairman of the PPDC and his
mbsequent self-appointment to _that position as ."a routine
matter. I don't see any politics in the Board over this," said
Dunlap.
Dunlap said he removed Rock from his chairmanship because
he feels that legislators who are trustees may be influenced·
hy their political position. "Everything that Mr. Rock does has to
reflect his work as a senator," said Dunlap. He said there is an
"honest conflict" inherent in the "dual role.
"I was a three term member of the Senate and served one term
as Senate president," said Dunlap. "I know what the pressures
are."
.
Dunlap was not a trustee during his tenure in the Senate.
He appointed Rock chairman of the PPDC in the fall of 1974,
at which time Rock was a legislator.
"At that time it didn't appear that this kind of thing would be an
issue. Rock was non-controversial," said Dunlap.
"As a senator acquires seniority and leadership, as Mr. Rock
has, it puts him into a controversial role," he said. Dunlap said
that if Rock has spoken out in opposition to. the proposed budget
only as a trustee, his concerns would have been less influential.
Because Rock is a senator, said Dunlap, his claim that the
budget could necessitate a state income or sales tax "was taken
seriously."
Dunlap said, '·'Rock's committee <the PPDC> has already advanced $44 million. The chairman of this committee has got to

have no overriding interests, as a legislator does."
Dunlap said it is his policy that legislators· should not be chairmen of Board committees. "It is not in the best interests of the
University for professors or staff to serve as legislators. It is
~he right, the _ privilege and the responsibility of the chairman
to appoint and remo.ve committee chairmen," said Dunlap.
He said he would not stand in the way of the Board's
determining its policy on this issue.

Work-study hours
will he limited
By Mark Pridham
Craig said some students may
Work-study students will be be able to work 40 hours per week
Hmited to working 20 hours per if their 20 work-study hours are
week during the January break supplemented with 20 hours
due to the shortage of funds re- working for a particular departmaining in this year's financial ment within the University .
aid budget, according to FinanEach oepartment has a labor
cial Aid Director Dick Craig.
budget and may hire students to
Craig said the 20 hour work work during the break. "But this
limit was the only viable alterna- places a financial hardship on the
tive to insure that financial aid department," Craig said. "I
programs are not eliminated.
would be surprised if it were
"It's a better alternative than widespread.
cutting back on programs early
"An off-campus agency could
or having no one working in Jan- theoretically hire students for
uary," he said . .
more than 20 hours with the balIn the past, work-study stu- ance coming ftom their budget,"
·
dents were allowed to work a full' he added.
40 hour week during the ·J anuary
The criteria for acceptance in
break. Jobs included cleaning . the work-study program is finandormitories and academic build- cial need according to federal
ings and typing.
guidelines. Students in the proThough there has been no cut gram must be US citizens. A ceil-in the budget which is 80 per cent ing.. is placed ori the amount of
federally funded, Craig said the money a student may earn in a
Office of Financial Aid's pro- year.
Craig said he was unsure how
jections indicated that its budget
would fall short unless some type many students will be affected by
the decisiori limiting the work
of action was taken.
week to 20 hours.
"I don't know how many stu"I prefer not to do this. I know
it's a hardship on people, but look dents want to work in January,''
at the alternatives. I'm relieved he said.
Information regarding the
that our action wasn't more drasnumber of students who partictic," Craig said.
"At one point, I didn 'f think ipated in the work-study program
we'd be able to hire anyone to during last year's winter break
was unavailable at press time.
work in January," he added . .
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Chancellor Poulton requests
$181 million biennial budget

SCORPIO'S

PUB
Offering a New Expanded Menu
Ideal for Luncheon Dining
Specializing in:
-Hearty Minestrone Soup
-New England Clam Chowder
-Sandwiches on Fresh Baked Bread
-Appealing Salads ·
Enjoy our lu11cheons in a pleasant, peaceful
atmosphere with a hot coffee or frosty beverage.

OPEN FOR LUNCHEON AT 11:00 A.M.

PIZZA NITE EVERY WED.
Whole Cheese Pizza Just 50¢
between 4:00 and 8:00 p. m.

those higher than the Univer- .because of salary guidelines.
Monier questioned the budget in
sity,'' said Sanborn.
Poulton noted, "The number of regard to salaries and wages.
Monier said, "In the present
students applying to the University has gone up 24 per cent over budget there is no breakdown of
state. The average for all states the past few years." He said the who will get what. There is litis at least 50 per cent; some get University expects to have to ac- erally above a six per cent inas high as 75 per cent.
commodate 1,500 more students in crease. The actual increase in
terms of total benefits has gone
·
"The University of New Hamp- the biennium.
up more than six per cent."
shire asks the lowest in the nation
Poulton said, "Two major facMonier questioned the accrued
compared to public higher education institutions in every other tors support a request for addi~ benefits--Blue Cross and Blue
tional state help ~vond increased Shield and Social Security.
state," said Poulton.
operating costS. The first is the Monier later said, "I was not beThe University requests a 6.1 fact that the Trustees have taken ing antagonistic. I merely tried
per cent increase the first year the position that there should not to get at the truth of what people
and a 6.9 per cent increase the be an increase in tuition rates were making. You can't tell that
second year, according to during the biennium.
from the budget.
Poulton.
"I ask these type of questions
"The
second
is
the
effort
being
''This is a necessary increase made by the Trustees to reduce of many different departments-because of the growth in enroll- out-of-state enrollments in adher- not just the University of New
ment. The number of students ence to the 25 per cent ceiling Hampshire-••
coming out of high school and the called for in state statutes," he
Poultefn explained that the fignumber of graduates from New added.
ure in the budget is the salaries
Hampshire secondary schools
plus wage-base multiplied by ·six
have increased,'' he said.
Poulton said, "Limiting non- per cent. The University's PrinSanborn challenged Poulton. resident enrollment to 25 per cent ciple Administrative Salary ComHe said he believed the vocation- is an expensive proposition for
mittee approves the salaries,
al technical schools and the us. It represents a revenue loss said Poulton. "They are hardarmed forces were becoming of $3.3 million· over the bien- nosed about salaries," he said.
more popular with high school nium."
Monier asked, "as an exgraduates than post secondary
Poulton said there is a 6.9 per ample," the amount of Poulton's
education. "I think they rate cent increase the second year · yearly salary. Poulton replied,
"I make $41,000 a year plus
fringe benefits. Benefits do not
include a house or a car,'' he said
in reply to a question by Monier.
Monier later said, "I wouldn't
support the budget because it's
too high. We have to live within
our means. The percentage the
University is asking for is too
high."
He said, "Concerning the 25 per
cent limit on non-resident students, I'd rather deprive out-ofstate students than in-state. We
should seriously question why
costs are more at a taxed institution than at a private enterprise."
He added, "Maybe it would be
better to subsidize students and
let them go where Jhey want. It
would certainly be cheaper.''
UNH President Eugene Mills
_said, "He (Monier) picked out
somebody (Poulton) concerning
salaries. That's notthe case."
Mills said, "We operate on a
merit system. Some faculty may
get six per cent and some may
get more than a six per cent increase. We use our judgement
according to how much they
accomplish and how much tbey
help the University."
BUDGET
continued from page l

A Unique Change in
Durham Luncheons

Freshmen and Sophomores: It's not too late!

Ifyou're looking
for a challenge at
IJohiersityof Newllampshire

Poulton pointed out, ''Monier is

a member of the Governor's Advisory Committee. Most of the
legislature was not at the meeting."
Poulton said, "I a,m .disappointed there were not as many
legislative members here as we
hoped. But, the House was in ses.sion. I am disappointed so much
talk centered on salaries.''
Poulton admitted that salaries
may be a big issue in the final
decision of the budget.

I

Head
Hunters

thenyou're looking
for Army ROTC.

Wednesday
Thursday

Learn what it takes to lead!

and

Call:

Friday

Army ROTC 862 - 1078

868-2016

nights
'til7 p.m.
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campus calendar.
FRIDAY, December 10
1

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER II ENDS.
SENIOR RECITAL: Ann Mason, Piano, PCAC, Bratton
Rm., 8 p.m.

1

MUB PUB: "Ossia," 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, December 11

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: Holy Cross,
Field House Pool, 2 p. m.
I
SENIOR RECITAL: Miriam Jensen, Oboe, PCAC, Bratton
·Rm., 3 p.m.
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY: Cornell, Snively
Arena, 7 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMP ANY: "Works-inProgress," company directors Jean Mattox & Anne Woods
pr.esent segments of their works developed for next April's
Dance Theater Concert. Also, special student works in jazz,
ballet & modern dance. Johnson Theater,' 8 p.m. ~
CHRISTMAS SEMI-FORMAL: _Entertainment,
hors
d' oevres, _!:ash bar; Cabaret in Strafford Room, Swing Band
in Granite State Room, MUB, 8:30 p.m.-12 a.m. Tickets $1;
·
. available at MUB Ticket Office.
MUB PUB: "Lunch at the Dump," 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, December 12

. Steve Biiss, editor-in-chief of the Granite, appears a bit swamped under as he prepared for this
week's distribution of the long-awaited yearbook. <Ed Acker pl10to)

SENIOR RECITALS: Phil Breton, Oboe and Eric Winslow,
Trombone; PCAC, Bratton Rm., 3 p.m.

Women want Alumni House
ALUMNI
continued from page 1

Stevens discussed the use of the
Alumni House by the Women's
Center, Women's Commission
and DWHE in a meeting Wednesday. Stevens and his staff met
with members of the Women's
Commission and Women's Center
to discuss the Commission's annual report.
Stevens is interested in exam. '· ining the concept of a central
Women's House because a section of the report cites the lack
of adequate space and support for
the three groups.
Carol Evans, a member of the
Women',:, Commioaion, said, "We

discussed the report and it was a
purposeful meeting. We must
wait and see about Dick Stevens'
recommendation because we
must wait for President Mills'
views."
Mills said, ''Since the Faculty
House concept had Dick Stevens'
recommendations and some
others, quite a variety of needs
have been raised. I felt that I
wanted to give strong consider-

i
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MONDAY, December 13

MARINE ADVISORY PROGRAM: "Sea Grant-Hawaiian
Style: Marine Research & Education in Hawaii," seminar by
Ron Linsky, Director of Hawaii Sea Grant Program.
Dimond Library, Forum Room, 4 p.m.
MUB PUB: UNH Jazz Combo, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, December 14

HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The End of. Antiquity and the
Rise of Christianity," John Voll, History Dept., Richards
Auditorium, Mu'rkland, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1

STUDENT RECITAL: PCAC, Bratton Rm., 1 p.m.
AUTOGRAPH PARTY: To honor Dan Ford, UNH Alum.:.
nus, author of "Country Northward." Mr. Ford's observations are pertinent to the hiker, the conservationist, & all
those who love the outdoors. UNH Bookstore, Hewitt Hall,
2-4 p.m.
MUB PUB: Creative Jazz Quartet, 8 p. m.
EXTENSION OF SHOPPING HOURS AT UNH
BOOKSTORE: For Xmas shopping convenience we will.
remain open until 9 p,m. tonight.
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SALE!!
We want to clear our stock
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_ XMAS-COUNT-DOWN
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MUB PUB: Christmas at the Pub - Bring a gift for a needy
kid. Also, Rick Bean, "Oldies," B'p.m.

ation for a Faculty Center and - vost Stevens we talked about
. perhaps staff. I think I'd want to undergraduat~ wom~n ~n.d hQW
consult with Kim Sprague (facil- important it is that they have role
ities planner) and the Physical . models. We discussed how to
Plant Development Committee.
reach undergraduate women. The
. "The questions of use must be . central Women's House would be
put to consideration. I have been tremendous.
. most attracted all along to a fac"Stevens was supportive
ulty center. That is my primary about the Women's House. It
consideration."
would be wonderful to house
Mills did not name other pos- the Women's Commission
sible uses for the house.
Women's Center and DWHE ah
The official name of the Alumni · together. Possibly we could have
. House is Grant House, named af- . Affirmative Action, but I'm not
ter the town and University's sure about that. And maybe we
physician of the earlier part of .could have a center."
this century. After World War II,
Cappel also discussed the posfrom about 1945 or '46 until 1949 or .sibility and need for having a
'50 Grant House was used as a women's counselor at the prowomgm:' veter~n's: dormitory.·.
oosed Women's House if the
According
to
Carmen :present Counseling and Testing
Ragonese, director of Alumni Af- .Center is altered.
fairs, "The rest of the dor- . Dean of Students Bonnie
mitories had nine or 10 o'clock Newman attended the meeting.
curfews and other restrictions. · She said, "we discussed some of
. The returning women veterans . the philosophies and how the
were given the option to live in Division of Student Affairs might
Grant House and have fewer be helpful and what future action
· restrictions."
·they could take. The Women's
. Kim Cappel, co-ordinator of the . House proposal in the old Alumni_
Women's Center, said, "At Wed- House was a part of the report
. nesday's meeting with 'Vice Pro- that we reviewed."

·~
·-~trj~)r~~~
7

MESSIAH SING: St. Thomas More Church, 7 p.m.

A HOUSE YOU CAN CALL YOUR HOME
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Why? Welt Jet's start with the fact that Strafford .House has the
I
._ 1 (proxjmthity to cfasses th~t tthe dormt. itoriesd hc:ive wthithout thehhasstlhes ;.~=:- ,·~-._=·:, ·'

by January Break!

1 nor 1mes
e.g .. ere are no pane as
unng e year w en e
:Ill building must be vacated). In addition, each room at the House is

Our warehouse prices are

-.J~ ~~f3.;~~i~~~s~::·~~:~::n:d:::::~::~i~i~:f::

already low - now save

::::::
HouSe is "the people who live here already. Responsible, com-

more and more and more!
DEC.4-DEC.10-EXTRA25°/ 0 0FF

I
g:

:t.: ~·_; i municative, supportive - these words all accurately describe our

J

House members.
There are still a few openings available for immediate oc-

iJ

periences of your college life, as it was for mine.

Ir.. ·:.=1_.~J,I ~~~;~~~~ts;~~~~~~~~f~:ri~~ ~~ ~~~ku:i~.might be the type of

. DEC.18-NEWYFARS-EXIRAW/0 0FF
Come while our selection .
~
is still large .
·
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Strafford House may well be one of the· few unforgettable ex-
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notices
GENERAL
' INDEPENDEl'w'T STUDIES: Volunteer Action Center
has a list or agencies willing to sponsor student volunteers for academic credit. Get out of the classroom for a
change or scene. Drop by Dean of Students Office, Huddleston; M-F. 8a.m.--4:30p.m.
SILKSCREENING WORKSHOP : Sponsored by Area I
Craftroom. Jessie Doe Hall basement, Sunday, December 12 at 2 p.m.
CANDLEMAKING WORKSHOP : Sponsored by Area I
Craftroom. Jessie Doe Hall basement. Monday, December 13at 8:30p.m.
MAKING
WREATH/CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENT
WORKSHOP : Area I Craftroom, Jessie Doe Hall
basement. Wednesday, December 15 at 8:30 p.m.
S... P ...H.. .1 ... N... X ...is coming. A movie orgy planned
for fo,ebruary /March '77.
l<~REI<.: SKIING : At Waterville Valley & Wildcat Mt., in
exch,mge for gate keeping. 1 2 day of gate keeping for 11 2
days or free skiing. Sponsored by NHOC, weekends &
several weekdays all wirter.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS : The UNH Bookstore is pleased
to announce a large selection of Children's Books now on
display .
EXTENSION OF SHOPPING HOURS AT UNH
BOOKSTORE: For Christmas shopping convenience
the bookstore will remain open til 9 p.m. on Tuesday,
December 14. Ample parking will be available.
CHRISTMAS TREE SALE: Sponsored by Xi Sigma Pi,
proceeds will go towards a scholarship fund ; Monday,
December 6-Friday. December 10, from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. ,
in front of Pettee Hall.
·
FIELD HOUSE LOCKER CLEARANCE : All lockers in
both Men's & Women's Locker Rooms must be cleared
by 1-'riday. December 17. After such time, the Field
House staff wil clear the lockers of any remaining items.
USED BOOK BUYBACK : The UNH Bookstore will offer
1 2 of the list price for some books that they know will be
used second semester. December 20, 21 & 22 at
Bookstore
Receiving
Dock.
8
a.m.-4
p.m.

SPANISH FOR GRADUATES: Spanish 79.5 & 796, R 1.6.
This Semester II course may help futrill the foreign
language requirement for graduate students .. Will meet
M-F. 12-1 p.m. For more information call Bill Forbes/'
Helen Evans, 862-1218, Murkland 209. Pre-register now.

CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and
discussion on job-getting techniques, Monday, December 13 at 6:30 p.m., Career Planning & Placement, 203
Huddleston.
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions on
post-graduation concerns, Wednesday, December 15 at
6:30 p.m. , Career Planning & Placement, 203 Huddleston.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
GAY PERSONAL ISSUES GROUP : Organizational
· meeting, all interested men & women welcome. Wednesday, December 15, at 7 p.m.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROBATION COUNSELOR:
"Criminal Justice System : How Is· It Set Up? " Wednesday, December 15at 7:30-9p.m., Grafton Rm. , MUB.
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING : Election of officers,
Linda Bland discusses & demonstrates free jumping,
Tuesday, December 14at 7:30p.m., Kendall202.

CLUB SPORTS
FRISBEE CLUB : Organizational meeting of the
Ultimat~ Frisbee Team. clinic & practice afterwards.
Sunday, December 12at6:30p.m., Senate Rm., MUB.
SAILING CLUB MEETING : Last meeting of the
semester, Monday, December 13 at 6:30 p.m.,
Hillsborough Rm., MUB .
TSAS WOMEN'S BASKETBALL : N.H. Tech. Inst. ,
Saturday, December 11 at6p.m., UNH Field House.
TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: N.H. Tech Inst., Saturday.December 11at7:30p.m ., UNHField House . .

ACADEMIC
ADMISSIONS INFORMATION SESSION : Saturday.
December 11 at 10 :30 a .m. , McConnell 208.
LINGUISTlCS MEETING/SPEAKER: John Limber on
"Syntactic Ambiguities. " All majors, minors & interested students urged to attend. Last meetinf! of
~Pm ~'5ter I. Wed:iesday. December 15, Stillingf..
Cafeteria. 5-7 p.m.

RELIGION
INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP :
Discussion on fellowship and a time of sharing, Friday,
December 10 at 7 p.m ., Scott Hall Lounge.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST : "Why I Am A
Christian," Tony Weller, Friday December 10 at 7:30
p.m., Commuter"Lounge, MUB.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published a nd distributed semi-weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices a re
located in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Phone 862-1124 or 862-1490. Yea rly subscription $7.00 Second
class postap;e paid at Durham, N. H. Printed at Castle Publications Plaistow, N.H. Total number of copies printed 10,500.
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Passman schedules
activities for MUB
By Nancy Waldman
When the Hotel Department
wanted to build a ten foot volcano
in the Granite State Room for
their Hawaiian dinner, Shirley
Passman, the Memorial Union
Building facility scheduler, added that to her list of unusual
reque5ts.
From her cubicle in the MUB
Administration Office, Passman
is responsible for scheduling the
rooms and services of the MUB,
classrooms on weekends and in
the evenfogs, the custodial services and maintenance of the
MUB.
The job occasionally brings
• her in contact with 'eight foot
spiders, such as the one found
hanging from the ceiling in the
at
Granite
State
Room
Halloween. "I kept tripping over
it on the balcony for weeks,"
Passman said.
"The volcano sort of turned into a Tiki god, '' she continued.
"Then there was the waterfall
they built in the doorway, and the
hay bales that had burning candles on them." All of these were
decorations for Hotel Department dinners.
Pa~sman came to UNH in September, 1973. Her husband Fred
is a graduate student in Marine
Microbiology. The two have a
five-year-old daughter Wendy.
Passman wanted to get a job
where she would have a lot of
contact with students.
She was hired to be a secretary
to Ann Cochran, the assistant
director of Public Information
Services, and to do a little
schedulin~ . The Recreation and
. Student Activities Office was

reorganized and the assistant
director of the MUB left, and.
Passman found herself in the new
position of facility •scheduler.
The people who use the MUB
facilities the most are student
organizations and University
departments. Passman maintains that few classroom
buildings on campus have con- ·
ference rooms, so most departments must use the MUB
facilities.
There is a basic procedure for
scheduling a room on campus.
Any
recognized
student
organization or University department representative can go to
the MUB Scheduling Office and
find Passman smiling behind her
desk, in front of a wall covered
with posters of wildlife, deserts,
and Star Trek.
The applicant must know the
date, time, and expected number
that will attend. Passman will
schedule a room to fit the needs.
If she feels the person is new at
scheduling events, by the bla.nk
looks or unfamiliar faces.
P8$man will send them to.
Student A~tivities Director, Jeff
Onore. He will help with publicity
ideas and getting the function off
the ground.
Off-campus groups may also
use the MUB fa<;ilities. They
must contact Passman, and .
provide a letter of purpose and a·
description of the event. The fun-.
ction must be approved by Vice
Provost for Student Affairs Dick
Stevens and J . Gregg Sanborn,
assistant to the Vice-Provost, and
interim director of the MUB.
PASSMAN, page7
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With the Temperature
Dropping Down
It's time to Warm Up With
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LODGE
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in the Seacoast Area
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Meals

COME ON DOWN TO
Free Gift Wrapping

Bunk Bed : $5.00/Day

Game Room

Meals : (By Reservation)

TV Room

Breakfast S1. 75
Storage Barn

Dinner $3.25
Linen Available

Group Discounts

For Further Information Call or Write:
Mel Read

Campton, N.H. 03223
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Shirley Passman

MUB gets weird requests
PASSMAN
continued from page 6

The groups using the MUB
facilities must · fill out what
Passman calls a "horrible seven
copy form." This is to inform the
custodians of the necessary setup, the information desk of the
starting time of the event. and the
· staff, which is "admittedly very
human, " said Passman.
Passman has just released a
pamphlet
which
will
be
distributed to all groups
scheduling events in the Union. It
spells
out
the
necessary
procedures and polici~s on food,
room capacitie'5, police ~nd
firemen, and other details.
Passman recalled one evening
about two years ago when she
discovered three events were to
take place in the Strafford Room
the next night at the same time.
There was to be a Young Socialist
Alliance speaker, a fraternity
movie, and another event which
sh~ chose to forget.
After many phone calls,
Passman moved the fraternity
movie to Murkiand, the forgotten
group to the Granite State Room,
and YSA speaker stayed in the
Strafford Room
However, the speaker came
down with appendicitis, the
movie was lost in the mail, and
the third group never showed up.
It was then that Passman decided

~eres

-

to change the set-up of the sched·
uling ~k.
In a building like the MUB, there
are always problems to be solved.
:Within fifteen minutes, Passman
was told that Work Control had
cleaned up only half of the res,ults of an "ill turn" on the front
steps, and someone wanted to
jam an impossible seventeen
·people into the Hanover Room for
lunch.
. There are days when a special
activity is going on in the Union
that · has not been properly
planned. One of these events was
.the "Endless Summer" clubs and
organizations open house.
None of the planners of the
ovent thoueht about police and
firemen until one hour atter the
event had started.
.
The main publicity for the
event was helium balloons. Ann
Cochran told Jeff Onore the information desk staff would fill
the balloons, but no one told that
staff. Passman had to give the official O.K. for the staff to fill the
balloons because no one else was
around.
"Those things are the fun
things. I love running around like
a crazy person. Of course, it's a
lot better for everyone if I don't,''
said Passman.
Passman would like to be ineluded in the final planning of the
large events. This way she would
see what the planners are over;looking. "Two days notice is a lot

.better than two minutes," she
said.
Passman rarely has trouble
with the groups using the facilities. Last year the Granite State
Alliance ignored most of the
MUB rules, and MUSO had a
concert this year that ran two
·hours past building closing time,
but most problems fall into what
.Passman calls "minor reprimands."
"The most interesting request
I ever got was for a bomb inspection room for the President.
A scar-faced · Secret Service
agent came in and asked for it. I
offered him Thomson Hall but he
didn't take it," joked Passman.
Passman thought the week preccoding the visit by President
Ford was the most interesting
week she can remember in the
MUB. Of the Secret Service infiltration she said, "It was fun. We
missed them when they left."
The agents carefully inspected
tthe building and installed acentrex telephone system in the
Hanover Room, "so they could ·
all walk around and talk to each
other in their cuffs," she joked.
'They even brought a dog that
could sniff out TNT.
Everyone was relaxed until
the morning Ford was to arrive.
Then everyone was . under suspicion and people were scrutinized up and down. "When the
President left, everyone went
nuts,'' Passman grinned.

by Wilton
Armetale

Collector's
Pieces

lots ofliving
and
loving ahead

PREMIUM FIR BALSAlVI
SCOTCH PINE
CHRISTlVIAS TREES
-Wreaths
-Greens
-Christma~ Shoppe
Santa visits, Sleigh rides
Sunday's, Dec. 1.2 & 19

.BALSAM ACRES

1975 NOVA: 2 dr., 6 cyl., aut. p/steer.
1974MONTE CARLO: Beyl., aut. p/steer.
1974 BLAZER/ 2 wheel drive, Cheyenne 8
cyl., aut. p/steering.
1973 CHEVELLE MALIBU: 2 dr., bucket
seats, 8 cyl, aut. p/steering.
1972 CHEVELLE MALIBU: 4 dr., 8 cyl.,
aut. pfsteering, air conditioned
1972 KINGSWOOD Estate Wagon: Air conditioned, 8 cyl., aut. p/steering.

GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC.
78EXETERST.,RT.108
NEWMARKET, N.H. 03857
TEL." 659-3215

UNH

·Ja~Dand
11" Plate . • . • . • • • .. • .. • .. • $15.00
6" Plate .... _............. _. 7.50

THE DURHAM TOWN SEAL

"*c~'f'#/t short.

j~-----·

American
Cancer Society

Durham's long history of love for the sea is shown in the Durham Town Seal.
Sunrise over water, from the old New Hampshire State Seal, provides a background
for the sturdy gundalow. These boats sailing from Durham to the Portsmouth seaport
provided the major means of Oyster River transportation for men and goods traveling
the provincial road to the terminal in Durham.
The _Wilton ArmetaJe Durl\am Seal Plate is nowavailablefor unique gift-giving and

co~.

An Exclusive From:

THE RED CARPET FLOWER AND GIFT SHOP
'Jenkins Court •

Durham, New Hampshire 03824
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The needle pricks and the blood flows easily
that must be passed before you
give that precious pint. After
si~ning in and re~istering, you
make
a
circuit
around
the room, where, at various stops
your temperature and pulse are
taken. your wemht and medical
history recorded, and hemoglobin count checked.
"Bring joy to your world this
Hemoglobin is the ironChristmas" was the theme of the containing, oxygen-bearing
Durham Red Cross' blood protein in red blood cells. If you
do not have enough hemoglobin in
drawing this past week.
I th ght f
blood 1 1 . your blood, the Red Cross will not
ou
o my
s ow Y accept it
eeking out as I lay on the table
·
. .
.
The nur~e admm1stermg the
looking out the window and
squeezing the plastic grip that re~ hemog!obm .. test was very
minded me of a jumprope handle. p~ofess10nal,. Do you want me? t?
Though I could feel the needle in pn.~k yo~r f19~er Qr your ear .
my arm, there was no pain. It
.. MY fmge~.
?"
was almost as if I were,_ an obserAre you right handed.
"Yes"
· ·
ver rather than a participant.
"G"
· your 1eft hand . ,,
1ve me
By Rob McCormack
The needle went in. I felt a
slight pinch and realized I wa~
still smiling, then silently, effortlessly, my blood drained into the
one-pint plasti.c bag hanging
below at the side of the table,
slowly filling it and turning it a
rich. garnet-red.

'Though I could feel the needle
in m,y arm, there was no pain.'

pricked my finger and was
drawing out a few drops of blood.
This was my fourth -time giving
bl~od, so I knew the reddishbrown sample of blood had to sink
to the botfoin of the blue liquid in
the nurse's test tube for it to be
O.K. If it didn't sink fast enough,
then the hemoglobin count was
too low. She dropped the sample
in and it went right to the bottom
with no hesitation. No problem.
I had no troubie with the other
tests either. My vital signs were
all normal.
The most involved part of · i lifted my arm, and before I
I walked over· and sat on the
~iving blood is taking t~e tests
coul~ even think about it, she -

"OK, you're done," she said.
"So soon?"
"Yup, you did real well."
The nurse came over, pinched
the line closed and took the
needle out. She put a gauze pad
over the spot where the needle
had been and told me to hold it
with my arm raised for a · few
minutes.
Slowly, slowly, I sat up, then
walked over to a long table to rest
and have a piece of cake and a
cup of coffee.
·

table while the nurse took my
blood pressure a second time. I
laid down on the table and the
nurse rubbed a yellow disinfectant on my arm and let it dry.
I felt a tinge of excitement,
perhaps nervousness. The nurse·
The feeling you have after
came back over and picked out a
~iving blood is exhilarating, parvein. She told me to smile while . bally because you've lost a pint of
she put in the needle and act like blood and partially because you
it didn't hurt. I did.
feel a sense of accomplishment. I
I was squeezing rhythmically, ate my cake, drank my coffee ,. !
naturally now, I was a veritable and chatted with the girl next to
blood pumping machine. A volun- me. Everything was a little
teer came over and squeezed the brighter. The donors, nurses and
plastic bag a few times to make helpers looked more cheery. I did
my part. It was a good feeling.
sure it was full.

Murder trial
TRIAL
continued from page 1 ·

slid across the seat to the door.
Hovey put both hands between
Katz 's legs and then one on his
groin and one on his arm as Katz
resisted.
Katz pulled out a .32 caliber
semi-automatic pistol and tried
to stun Hovey by hitting him four
times. During the ensuing strug,gle, the gun "went off." Hovey
was shot through the heart.
According to the testimony of
Jack Brown, deputy sheriff and
investigator for Strafford County
Katz said that he carried a gun
because he was not a strong person and "there are a lot of kooks
around."

According to Brown, Katz said
he got out of the car with the gun,
some bills and a coin changer,
and that the car sped down the
driveway of Rudolf Hoene and
came to rest against a tree. Katz
threw the bills and coin changer
away in the woods and walked to
a Durham gas station where he
hired a cab back to Portsmouth.
Defense
Attorney
Alfred
Catalfo Jr. called a Portsmouth
youth to the stand who said that
Hovey had propositioned him after he had been picked up in the
cab. A Newington man also
questioned said he had heard of
other homosexual acts by Hovey
from other cab drivers.
Prosecuting attorney Gregory
Smith, called three witnesses:

The 'tradition of the Northwest combines with the quality
that is Pendlet~n to achi"eve the classic styling of this 100
percent pure wool shirt. From $25.

Hovey•s empioyer, a cab · mspatcher and a fishing companion
of Hovey's. All said that they had
no reasons to believe that Hovey,
a married man with four children, was a homosexual.
- The prosecutor called Mrs.
Katz to the stand to counteract
implications that the murder was
in self-defense.
Mrs. Katz testified that her
husband had said he would "get"
the City Cab Company of Ports· mouth iD July, 1975 when the cab
company refused to give the
couple a ride home at midnight
after her hospital release from
treatment for a kidney infection.
The couple walked home that
night to their home on Hanover
Street.
·
Cross-examination by _Catalfo
revealed that Mrs. Katz tried to
divorce her husband while he was
at sea and that she fa now pregnant from another man.
In a final summation, Catalfo
asked the jury why Katz would
have had Hovey drive all the way
to Durham to be shot. "If it was
robbery why didn't he take Hovey
just outside the perimeter of
Portsmouth? Why did he throw
the money away and keep the
gun?" he asked.
Smith asked why Katz hadn't
jumped out of the car at an inter- section. "He <Katz) had the
gun," S~ith said.
The trial lasted for seven days
with a total of 28 witnesses called
to testify.

See Jim O'Neill-or
Roger Mann
in rm. 129 or 132 or the MUB

Downtown Durham
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That's how the cookie crumbles at Stillings
By Cindy Sharpe
The student moves through
Stilling's supper line, making
choices to i complete his Friday
evening meal. He takes a few
orange rolls as a tray of date nut
and banana nut bread is set out.
They are left over from the
special Thanksgiving dinner the
night before. He helps himseH to
a few slices of each.
At the end of the line, the
desserts tempt him--chocolate
cake with white .icing and mincemeat and apple pies (also leftover from the special dinner.
Unable to decide, he ~eaves the
serving line, knowing he can
return for that final treat.
At 5 o'clock in the morning,
while most of the campus is
sleeoine:. Rav Buzzell and Jos~
Rivera arrive at Stilli~gs Dining
Hall, park around back, and enter the quiet building.
Once inside, they change from
their street clothes into white
pants and smock and don white
paper hats. They are bakers in
the Stillings Commissary (better
known as the Bake Shop) and are
two.of the many responsible for
concocting all the baked goods
served at the dining halls.
"We start at 5 every day," Buzzell says, consulting a baking
schedule tacked to the bulletin
board.
.
The bakery comes to life as he
and Rivera start working. Rivera
begins mixing the ingredients for
the orange rolls. He dumps dough
into the bowl of a giant mixer,
called an artofex.
"The dough was for pie crusts
but we had some leftover. So he
can use it in the rolls--we try to
cut down on waste," says Buzzell.
Rivera adds the remaining
ingredients (including flavoring
and coloring) and starts the
machine: the metallic arms
rhythmically pull and knead the
sticky dough.
Buzzell is mixing the chocolate
cake. The mixes come in 50 lb.

'My, your

a~m

sibilities., So if something is
wrong in a certain area, I know
who to consult. But we all pitch in
and help each other," Fraser
says.
Pettis has · removed the pies
and cakes from the oven to cool.
Known as the "donut king"--he
makes an average of 100 dozen
donuts a aay.
The donut mix comes in 50 lb.
sacks labeled "Old Style Cake"

Provost is also a baker and after changing into a white dress,
she checks the ovens where the
cakes arid pies are cooking. The
ovens are called "ferris wheel"
ovens--their shelves are constructed in a style similar to a
ferris wheel. Their slow rotation
allows the goodies to bake evenly.
Decelle is a baker's assistant is
and is responsible for slicing
rolls, bread and making peanut
butter. Huddleston Dining Hall

looks delicious .. '

sacks and only water has to added--27 .5 lbs. of water for each
bag. He scrapes down the side of
the bowl on the Hobart mixer (the
bowls range in size from one to 180
gallons>. His arm is shiny brown,
dripping with batter.
At 6 a.m., two work/study
students punch-in and the atmosphere immediately gets
livlier.
"My,
your
arm
looks
deliclous," one says to Buzzell.
· "We need 300 pans greased,"
he threatens.
The girls w1l1 have to grease 62
sheet pans. Twenty-eight of these
will be used for the chocolate
cake <which will eventually be
cut into 1,680 pieces).
They retreat to the adjoining
finishing room. The room's purpose is evident in its name; cakes
are iced here and pies and donuts
filled.
At 7 a.m., Jean Provost and
Pauline DeCelle arrive and immediately start their duties.

orders 15 dozen rolls of various
types each day for the sandwich
shop; Stillings and Philbrook order 100 dozen each time the menu
calls for a bulky, hoagy roll, etc.
The roll slicer swallows the rolls,
cuts them with a fine stroke and
shoots them into an attached
plastic bag.
"It can get monotonous,"
DeCelle admits, "but every job
has' its times like that. But I love
my job--it gives you lots of ~ime to
think~"

The chunky · peanut butter, a
popular item, is ground from
peanuts and is completely
natural; there are no additives or
preservatives. The smooth kind
is from Planter's.
Preparation of a recipe is a
group effort. There are no distinct "class" lines between the
bakers, the assistants and the
work/studies. This promotes the
sense of camaraderie and efficiency.
Provost,
Buzzel,
Rivera.

or "Mercury Raised." It is stored
in the flour room. (kept at a year.
round 55 degrees) along with the
cake mixes, pastry flour and the
various types of bread flour.
Pettis is a large man--a typical
jolly bake~. He easily hefts th~
sack and measures the amount
he needs onto the pan of one of the
Hobart
scales.
The
only
ingredient he adds besides the
water is what appears to be a
random handful of mace. But he
can almost judge by sight the
amount of spice he needs.
Jack Huntress is making Princess bars on one of the wooden
tables. He and Buzzell have
worked together for 14 years at
Stillings. Huntress says : he never
gets bored. "There are enough·
changes with each day's menu.
"And it's interesting to have
the students working. We have a
good relationship with them and
many come back for another
year. They're good workers-willing to learn,'' he concludes.
, Throughout the day, Larry
Yeaton scurries around the
bakery,
mopping,
wiping,
polishing and washing. He cleans
any utensils, mixing bowls,
machines, floors--anything that
must be sanitary for the next
preparation. Although the other
workers may throw dirty utensils
in his general direction at the

Spring and Steele cluster around
a wooden work table. Provost
rolls out the 3 lb. hunks of dough
for each pan of orange rolls.
Rivera puts the dough in the tray
of a dough cutter, lowers a press,
removes the tray and dumps out
36 perfectly cut rolls. Bussell,
Spring, and Stell gra them up
and arrange five dozen ~o a pan.
A total of 228 dozen rolls are
prepared for the Frida , dinner;
this recipe called for 1 6 lbs. of
bread flour, 72 lbs. of wa ·er and 4
lbs. of yeast (a few · of the
ingredients).
At 8 o'clock, a loud cheer
echoes . in the bakery-Wally
Fraser, the bakery supervisor
has arrived. Accompanying him
are Jack Huntress and David
..P~ttis, bakers, and Larry Yf'>aton
he one-man maintenance crew.
Fraser has been a baker for 30
years. For the past 12, he has
been supervisor of the commissary. Besides organizing the
preparation of_ goods for the
dining halls, he is also respon-·
sible for supplying the Memorial
Union Building with brownies
and donuts and cooking the pies
for the dairy bar. He works very
closely with the dining hall
managers, the menu committee
and George Nagem, the commis~
sary food buyer.
There are three deadlines each
day. Truck drivers arrive at the
loading dock around 6 a.m. for
the 6:30 a.m. breakfast delivery;
9-9:30 a.m. for the lur.~h
delivery; 1:30 or Z-p.m. for the
dinner delivery. Buzzell · and
Rivera end their day at 1:30 p.m.
and the remaining personnel
finish at 3:30 p.m.
"Each one is pinpoiitted to
specific duties and respon-

sink, his position is by no means
.taken for granted.
1 Pettis
works hard at his
Fryolater, turning and poking the
donuts bobbing in the hot shortening. "Needless to say, it's a
very greasy job," he says. "You
never really feel clean until you
can take a shower.''
Buzzell sits on a container of
bread flour, his arm resting on
the wooden work table. He is
figuring how to make 28 pans of
gingerbread from a 24 pan
recipe.
Most of the recipes come in
single yields and double yields o.
that mount. "They're basically a
standard set of recipes, ·· says
Huntress. "We get them from
hotel books, magazines and cook
books. We'll start out small, then
work up. "
"We sometimes work up new
ideas." Fraser says, "but it's
mainly word of mouth exchanges.
The princess bars are baking,
~·hocolate brownies are cooling
ar the MUB and in the finishing
room, Provost and Decelle are
frosting the orange rolls and the
chocolate cake. Rivera watches a
bowl of rising whole wheat
dough.
"I usually have two men come
in on Saturday and Sunday for 10
hours each day to bake bread.
They bake for the whole week
coming up," says Fraser.
He shuffles away, then returns
and makes · a proud announcement. "They bake 1,500
loaves," he confides. "We use one
and a half tons of bread flour
each week." ·
Joining the crew for a 1: 30
break is Jackie Coughlin, who
STILLINGS, page 12

NOW AVAILABLE

ALTRA
Home-Sewing Kits
Sew your own down parka,
down vest, down sleeping
bag, rain parka, mountain
parka , tent, day pack, etc. ~
and SAVE

30%-50%
over r•ady·made products.

ALTR A KITS USE THE FINEST QUALITY
MATERIALS AND ARE COMPLETELY GUARANTEED
We have finished samples of Al TRA kits on display-:- to
help you select the correct size and let you see in advance
the satisfying results your labor will bring .

Wilderness Trails
wildernrss_ carn1~il\'f hru:kpackin:{. and
ski toun~ rqulpmtnt

p<'t lee l>rook lane
dtfrham. lll'W harnpshirc
868-SSI•

BORTCARLTON
FOR LADIES
Pull-on
Side-zip
Full lace
Styles

These Famous Brand Boots
are made to sell for $65.00
Slight Irregulars Only $36.99

ED'Sf~~o~~OE BAR
N .H. 's Largest Shoe Store
CHRISTMAS HOURS
OPEN
MON-SAT 'til 9:00

DOMESTIC &INT'L TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

•AIRLINE TICKETS• CRUISES• HOTELS•
•PACKAGE TOURS• HONEYMOONS

~----------·-------

Specialist LOW COST STUDENT TRAVEL
Europe
Caribbean charters
.
Charters from $269
Puerto Rico from $239
Youth Fares from $360 Barbados from $359
.
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Mills' senate proposal--will students lose?
The biggest problem with President Mills'
proposal to restructure the University Senate is the
non-existence of a proposal.
·Thus far all we have heard is theory -- that
faculty will have the ultimate say over academic
issues and students will handle "student life
issues". All of the hows and whats concerned:
structure, procedure, limitations, etc. have yet to
be presented.
Most likely, President Mills is putting that
together now. Hopefully, his plan will include
definite and clearly spelled out responsibilities for
each faction. But more importantly, we hope he
will detail the scope within which each group can
perform its prescribed functions.
It is obvious students stand as the group with
the most to lose uncfor- the realignment. Presiderit
Mills has publicly stated faculty are always
foremost in his mind.
Considering faculty's obvious importance in "a
university, that statement is certainly not
unreasonable. But whether or not that con-

sideration is fdllowed to such a degree.that student
responsibility and say are sacrificed significantly is
another story.
In the pecking order at the University, at least in
the minds of faculty and administration, students
stand third when it comes to governance. Third is
last.
Unless President Mills can guarantee student input will be preserved, students should look upon
this new proposal critically and negatively.
Perhaps faculty should have more control over
academic policy. It is ludicrous for students to
think they have as much or more expertise in this
area.
However, students have legitimate concerns .
and input to offer in academic decision-making.
Since students are the direct consumers of all
academic policy, the ones most affected by such
p.olicy, ·tney shouldhave some type of guarantee
their ~nput will be seriously considered before a
final academic decision is made.
There is also a large cloud hovering over the
student responsibility under the Mills proposal

That cloud is the Office of Student Affairs.
How much real power will students actually
have in making "student life" policy? Total?
Doubtful. ...
Considering the philosophy of the Board of
Trustees, parents, alumni and the powers in Concord concerning student self-rule, we cannot see
that happe;ing no matter how much President
Mills says he believes in students or backs them.
And the ever-increasing power of Student Affairs must be reckoned with, How much of an effect will that office have over the decisions of
student senators? Will student senators be able to
pass legislation overriding, altering or eliminating
Student Affairs policy]
Those questions are important, for the answers
will determine exactly how much real power
students are to have in the senate.
Students_aJe losing power i.11 the ~ealignment..
They stand to be the patsies in the upcomi~g
power shift. We will have to wait for the logistics
of President Mills' proposal to see the extent of
that loss.

letters-----the administration has an obligation to
come forth and fill in the gaps so that
an informed decision can be reached.
Indeed, the major issue addressed at
the open hearing was whether the
mental hygiene unit will actually save
the University any money at all. According to the financial estimates
presented at the hearing and quoted in
the Nov. 19 issue of The New Hampshire ("Counseling Center Committee Meets" ), there is even a possibility
that the proposed model will cost more
money depending on whether or not
To the Editor :
the graduate students in counseling
This is in response to John J . Carreceive assistantships. At the hearing
ney's letter of Dec. 3, 1976.
the message came through loud and
At the open hearing of Monday, Nov. To the Editor:
As a graduate student in counseling clear that the students are satisfied
15,I detailed the fact that· the Health
Services
Advisory
Committee and former intern at the Counseling with the existing system. Whether it
recommended that additional resour- Center, I would like to express my was an RA, a Head Resident, a comces be put into Hood House in order.to concern regarding the proposal to muter student or a former intern,
establish an adequate health service eliminate the existing center and im- everyone who spoke attested to the exfacility. I then went on to say that one plement a mental hygiene unit. I can pertise of the staff at the Counseling
of the reasons for the recently only echo the overwhelming response Center and questioned why a system
proposed "revamping of Counseling of the students who have already writ- that is meeting the needs of students is ·
and Testing" was to provide additional ten letters to The New Hampshire being eliminated.
the
reasoning for
I can only ask the same question
funds for this purpose. I did not state, questioning
and did not mean to infer, that the . abolishing an organization which is when the benefits of the proposed-Health Service Advisory Committee functioning effectively in favor of an model are highly questionable and the
·recommended that Counseling and outdated model which perpetuates the professional lives of a very competent
Testing be "restructured" in order to affiliation of psychological services staff at the Counseling Center hang in
with medical treatment. I share the the balance. But the real losers in my
improve Hood House.
I am sorry for any misunderstan- opinion of many students who have opinion will be the students if the
ding that has occured, but I stand by expressed their dissatisfaction, that Counseling Center is closed. As one
my statements that were made at the such a move is regressive and would who has had direct contact with the
cater to the small percentage of Counseling Center, I feel it would be
open hearing.
I can understand Dr. Carney's reac- students who are experiencing severe difficult to find .a group of people who
tion to the article, but I believe that we · problems and neglect the developmen- are as sensitive to the needs of stuare basically in agreement on the tal concerns of the overwhelming . ·dents and have the expertise needeCl to ·
majority of students. Under the provide relevant programs for all
present system the Counseling Center students. I feel it is in the best interest
is able to handle both types of services, of the students at UNH to maintain the
providing emergency s-ervices, in- present system of mental health serSteven Morrisor:
Editor-inChief
dividual and group therapy as well as vices. I hope that the administration
Milly McLean
Managing Editors
an extensive offering of workshops to will listen to what the students are
meet the everyday needs of students.
saying in their letters and at hearings
Janet Prince
I have been concerned not only with when the final decision is made.
Doug Cardin
Business Manager
the structural implications that the
Kathy Smith
News Editors
new model raises, but with the UniverSharyn Leh
Matt Vita
sity's reasons for making such a
Graduate Student in Counseling
drastic change. The administration
Ed McGrath
Sports Editor
has maintained that the motivation
Casey Holt
Entertainment Editor
behind the move to close the CounEd Acker
Phot~graphy E,ditor
seling Center is purely an economic
one. However, it has yet to be demonRob McCormack
Vayia Karanikas
Editorial Assistant · Ann Penney
strated exactly how the new proposal
Joy McGranahan
Cindy Sharpe
will save money. Specificallywhat the
·staff: · Reporters '·Diane Breda
new plan will offer and what it will cost
Marion Gordon
Ger:r>' Mil~
Mary Woodbury\
is still a matter of speculation as I
Gary Langer
Celia Morisete
Productions Associate ,.[.isa Tabak
discovered at the open hearing held on To the Editor:
Bernadette Mulkern
· Productions · Lynn Derrick
Katie McClare
Approximately two or three weeks
Nov. 18 by the student committee
Mike Minigan
Tom Nelson
.
Staff Andrea Held
designated to study the issue. After at- ago I was greatly disturbed as I exited
V~lerie Nickerson
Pam Lambert
Mark Pridham
tending that hearing it became ap- the MUB from the front entrance. The
Marty Peterson
Virginia Maytum
i\.eporters
Jamie Batson
parent to me that the student commit- first thi.ng which I saw were the greek
Andy Schachat
Hank Moore
Paul Cadigan
tee itself has not been informed as to letters AGR, in baby blue no less, painNiles Clevesy
M.
.
Jon Seaver
C ircu1ation Manager M'ck
what services the proposed mental ted or. the front walkway.
1 ey
onn
Scott Severance
Stephen Desrosiers
. d
M
- L . K II
hygiene unit will provide or the cost
I am a member of a fraternity, more
Joe Sindorf
A vertising anager .01s ~ y . •
Betsy Donovan
involved. As of that date the ad- commonly referred to as a "greek". I
Duncan
Sweet
A~vertis~
Associates
Jim
Matth~s
.
. ministration had not provided the am proud of my fraternity, but I canTom Eastman
·
Debbie Weiss
student committee with an itemized not be proud of those "greeks" who
MikeFinio
Susan Webster
Typists Diane Durnall
account to substantiate the proposed continue to emasculate the greek
Jennifer Grant
Phot<>si:aphers Peter Fait
Jeanette Engle
$60,000 savings. If the basis of system here at UNH.
Elizabeth Grimm
Karen Hartogensis
Susan Ev.eritt
evaluation is really economic, I feel
I imagine a few thousand people
DanHerlihv
Bill
Kelton
Caren
Feldstein
G. L. Holbrook
Wayne King
Nancy Jones
Lee Hunsaker
Nick Novick
Laura Mclean ·
Dana Jennings
Scott Spalding
Cindy Palmiotto
Paul Keegan
Copy Editor Karen Lincoln
Gary S~hafer
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as
Mike Kelly
. Copy Debbie Basse
Becl<y Thompson
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any Jetter.
Crystal Kent
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be•
Readers Tim Brannen
Sue Wessels
Pat Lang
printed. All letters.are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Renee Caron
Bill White
Doug Lavin
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union
JoAnn Dolbeare
Accounts Manager 1 Dave Davis
Wayne Lundblad
Building, UNH. Durham, N.H.03824.
Holly Dunn
Billing Secretary Eileen McGrath
B.,;nt Macey

matter.) The state of N.H. has an
inadequate,
antiquated
revenue
system, which, at least in my opinion,
should be changed.
Forget the "ax the tax" rhetoric.
The whole state is hurting, not just the
University. <What do you know about
To the Editor:
the state mental hospital'? the state·
I just read your excellent editorial
1
prison'? the Laconia State School'?)
"Three Budget Alternatives - All
Students are in a special position as·
Negative." <Tues., Dec. 7). It has·
prompted me to write my first letter to far as this issue in concerned. The
financial structures of both the Univer~my Prlitor at any time.
The editorial took me back l viv1ruy J sity ana the 8Lat~ llfr~dly affect thc.ir
to the time when I was an un- lives. Can they get motivated to do
dergraduate on the Durham campus something about it'?
<off and on 1966-1972). The same I'm not saying students should
bullshit is still going on: the University deman_d more money for just the'
has no money, so the students get University. <That would turn off a lot
screwed. I wonder to what extent the' of people. ) I'm not saying we should·
quality of education at UNH has . advocate broad based taxes. <What
decreased in the past ten years due to would Loeb say?)
Students (in-state, anyway ) could
budget problems. <I also wonder about
the accuracy of your statement that - talk to parents, grandparents (they're
the UNH reputation has "increased" really Thomson fans) , friends, and·
·relatives, and explain what's hapin recent years.)
If you're a student reading this, pening. They could vote and/or work·
don't say "Hey, that doesn't mean for political candidates.
anything to me. l'm-0nly here for four. What' about a student _/University.
years and then I'm gone." That's not lobby in the state. legislature?
true. It already has affected you and Whaf about a program to educate the.
your education and the University-- people of N.H.? What about the
and it will continue to do so during the student trustee? And the student
years you are involved with the government officers? What's hap-·
pening on the other campuses of the
University.
Do the students understand what's University System? WHAT ABOUT;
going on? The University has no IDEAS AND ACTIONS FROM THE
MORE THAN 10,000 STUDENTS IN .
money because the state has no
money. <I know that's a little oversim· DURHAM'?'?'?!!!
If this issue can't get UNH students_
plified, but still it's the heart of the,

Action.

interested and involved in something
other
than
the
getting
drunk/stoned/laid syndrome, what .
will?
David McCarthy

Misunderstanding

recommendations of the Health Services Advisory Committee.
. I hope this helps to clear up '1y
misunderstanding on this issue.
Scott J . Stevens
member -student committee on the
Counseling and Health Services
proposal

Concern

Emasculation

. About L-e iien
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Responsibility .

have walked through the MUB and
seen those letters also. The students
who put them there did not realize
what they were doing, nor the implications of their actions. What it
means is that all ·the stories and
prejudices that exist are reinforced.
This is looked upon as typical fraternity behavior.
Times have changed and so have
people, I suppose. I believe there was
a time when being a fraternity member was something to be proud of.
When greeks Csome of our parents) led
and involved themselves towards a
constructive and meaningful fraternity /sorority experience. Is this to say
that they could handle the responsibility and that our generation cannot?
Because of a few irresponsible individuals the whole system suffers,
everybody pays. Membership has
decreased significantly in the past
seven or eight years. The number of
boarders has increased, fraternities
cannot fill their houses with brothers.
It is unappealing and difficult for me
to want to belong to a system whose
character is brought down by those
who don't care. You know how good it
feels to have a winning football team,
you're proud of them for what they
have accomplished. Well I wish that
we could have a winning fraternity

system which we all could be proud of.
We will not as long as fraternity letters
are painted on the MUB walkway, and
as long as pledging means getting your
ass whacked!
· I urge fraternities to take a good
look at their programs and what they
offer todays collegian. Cheaper room
rates, good foodand drinking are three
·things associated with fraterniies.
These things do not make a fraternity.
Providing yourself with constructive, beneficial and rewarding experiences does. There is more to the
·fraternity experience, it is an
education, it's an alternative, it is
·developing close relationships, and it
is hard to explain the feeling to those
·who haven't had the chance to experience the good things which can
surely be part of a fraternity.
I hate to think that because of a few
people the fraternity experience is to
be looked upon as one big joke. To me
it is not. I am ashamed to be a part of
· a system in which things like this happen. I ask that the students, the Jld. ministration, and the ifaculty do not
generalize and accept the above instance as typical and inherent to the
fraternity experience, for I do not condone or support the destructive and
irresponsible activities of any greek.
Jack Mast-A member of
Sigma Nu Fraternity.

Child abuse

To the Edi tor:
It is the chief editor's responsibility
to keep himself well-informed about
the events that are occuring around
him. It is his further obligation to see
that those events are reported as accurately and as honestly as is possible.
Any good chief editor will recognize
and carry out this responsibility.
When we have an election as vital as
the past student body presidential
election, the chief editor becomes the
most important source of information
concerning the candidates who are
· running. To say he must remain
neutral and avoid endorsing any candidate is the most ridiculous statement
I have ever heard or read.
Because of the responsiblity that is
set upon him and because of the unique
position he is in, it is he more than
anyone who can best guide the
decisions of his readers. It is he who
must speak out most firmly. He not
only has a right to endorse a candidate; he has an obligation.
He must present a well-balanced
view of the positions each candidate is
· holding. His endorsement must be
based upon that sound evidence. It is
his further obligation to print any person's endorsement of any candidate,
regardless of how strong or weak that
person's influence will be upon the
readership.
I fail to see where the editor in
chief of The New Hampshire, has
· been amiss in his obligations. When
we deny him his obligation, we also
· deny him ,his rights, his authority and
his responsibility to carry out his
. obligations to his readers.
When we have done this, we must
ask ourselves: what greater rights and
responsibilities have we denied to ourselves? Who then, is our greatest victim? Who then, is our judge and
executioner?
Henry Butler

To the Editor:
Child abuse is an extremely serious
problem increas_ing constantly in our
society. It is a problem that everyone
should be more aware of and take
some action against.
The New Hampshire legislature
states that everyone suspecting a case
of child abuse or neglect is required to
report it. Your name is withheld from
all but the authorities. If everyone who
suspected a child abuse r.ase reported
it, many children would be saved from
continuous physical torture.
In "Mental Hygiene Magazine,"
Spring 1973, Thomas J. Donovan was .
quoted as saying, "Not until society
collectively decides that its children
are to be valued as greatly as its highways and weapons, wiH any truly
meaningful progress by made toward
eradication of this shocking social To the Editor:
problem."
Good Morning . students and fellow
Doctors have said that one of the
most common deaths in young intellectuals ol UNH, Durham.
children .is caused by child abuse and Whether ye be hoodwink'd in Hudneglect. Save some lives and cease dleston, mumbling in the M4b, ramthe torture of the children in our , bling through Randall or sniffling in
Snively; I say GREETINGS and ATsociety by being a concerned citizen.
Sandy Bowersock TENTION please.

Irish studies

I would like to inform you of a
program I am participating in this
autumn which might be of interest to
you. It is the School of Irish Studies
located in DUblin. SIS offers accredited courses (generally transferable) in Irish literature, language,
P<>litics, history ana archeology. On
the basis of my experience here, I
would recommend the school.
Augmenting this, is the opportunity to
live with a family in Dublin or in an
apartment if you prefer. If you wish to
study in a foreign country and are interested in Ireland, I suggest you look
in to this school. The address is below
and I believe there is a poster concerning the School of Irish Studies on the
second floor of Ham-Smith. This is not
a paid political announcement. ·
I feel a responsibility to mention the
complexity of the situation in the
North. In keeping with the Peace
Movemem, organized by three women
this last summer following the death of
three children, I reiterate their aooeal
that no money be indiscriminately
donated to supposed "northern relief
funds." Too frequently, the money is
simply supplying arms to either side of
the conflict. If you are giving monev to
an organi1.ation, know to whom it is
gomg and what it is used tor test m
your benevolence you be supporting
violence in another part of our world.
Lastly, I'd like to say hello to friends
in the Durham com~unity. Despite
the reelection of a particular public official, I have decided to come home
soon.

Tom Megan
School of Irish Studies
Prior House, Merrion Road
Ballsbridge,
Co. Dublin, Ir~land

Toodahloo
To The Editor :
I am enjoying greatly the awareness
that I am graduating very soon. and
my survival instinct tells me to turn
.my ass to academia and put a long
distance between the two.
I was sitting here w'ith a friend from
out of town this evening, relaxed and
comfortable. and I began wondering
what I could recommend to someone
1anvone > about this school I've beeri
pacing around in for thret• years. Conclusion was : Dr. Kiang in Plant
Science has a most inspiring approach
to teaching. and Francis Gilman in the
shop in Putnam Hall is a bastion of
common sense and goodwill.
Yup. well. toodahloo.
John A. Douthitt
UNH res. greenhouses

~the hook loft Christmas list

~

friday-saturday-sunday specials

~

(dee. 10-12,
Reg Price

r~ . ,

NOW OFFERING DELIVERY
SERVICE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

PIZZA-SUBS
AND OUR NEWEST FEATURE

FRlED CHICKEN
DELIVERED NITEL Y TO YOUR DOOR
$5.00 MINIMUM ORDER
.. 50¢ DELIVERY CHARGE

People's Almanac
Sylvia Porter's Money Book
Touch Not The Cat
Lyndon Johnson & The American Dream
Betty Crocker's Cookbook (spiral)
Gift of Inner Healing
New England Revisited
Architecture in America (2 Vol. set)
National Gallery of Art
Maine Lingo (J. Gould)
Once An Eagle

7.95
5.95
8.95
12.50
9.95
4.95
29.95
39.95
45.00
11.00
2.75

Sale

5.95
4.75
6.25
7.50
7.50
2.50
19.95
27.95
35.95
9.00
1.95

(9)*
(14)*
(5)*
(3)*
(10)*
(8)*
(4)*
(1)*
(1)*
(5)*
(35)*

•number in parenthesis indicates quantities availabl~

-shop early-

Call 868-2485
. DELIVE~YTIME~:

7p.m.-MIDNIGHT

;FRIED CHICKEN PRICES: .
. SMALL (6PIECES) $2.70
MEDIUM (12 PIECES) $5.10
LARGE (18 PIECES) $7.25

L

Stay warm in your apartment
or dorm and let us deliver
our fine food directly to Y<?U

Upstairs at Town & Cantpus

free gift wrapping
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Stillings
By Bob Finegold
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STILLINGS
continued from page 9

runs the iaundry downstairs next
to the bakery. She washes the
yellow smocks for the dining hall
workers and all the cleaning
rags, mops and gloves. "C'mon
Christmas vacation!" is her constant thought these days. The
seasonal decorations in Stillings
are her creation--she has lots of
time during washings and
dryings (and in between sewings
and mendings) .
Downstairs,
work/study
students mind the store. In the
finishing room, one girl inserts
tl)e whole wneat loaves into the:
bread slicer. Another places
hunks of dough .in a pan, slips it
under a press, throws a switch,
and presto--removes a perfectty
formed pie shell. In the bakery,
two students roll and toss the
donuts in a sugar and cinnamon
mixture.
"All our supervisors are very
dedicated. We all want to do the
best job we can; we don't even
think of it as a job," says Fr~ser
thoughtfully.
"We're equipped for any circumstances; there are always
alternatives. No matter what--the
students will be fed," he says
with emphasis.

Change
FACULTY
continued from page 1

... A N~\\J INt-JGVATION

1H\~ YEAR IN Tl-tE NFL
I~ WIRING 11-lE. REFE.R!E7,
~THAT THE.Y CAN

TALK OJER TH£ 7T/l01UM

PA 7YSTE:M ...

collegiate crossword
2

3

4

ACROSS

5

l
6
11
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
2~

25
27
28
29
31
40

32

44

34
37
40
41

33

48

52

• 42

56

Grouches
Forceful gush
Antelope leather
Water travelers
Regret
Large global region
Poisonous snake
Fonner French
kingdom
The Offensive
"A is Born"
Endures
Neat
"Love Story" author
Pennit
Relish
Shrinks back
Physician of old,
and family
Fra!'lklin's toy
Rabbit
Poe's bird (pl •.)
Tiresome teachers
Encourages
Trigonometric ratio
(abbr.)
Prized music maker,
for short

44 Large vehicles
45 Tape recorder
button
47 Storage structure
48 High in pitch
49 More regretful
51 Tenth wedding
anniversary
52 Food expert
54 Fooa56 On the way (2 wds.)
57 Agents of retribution
58 Vane directions ·
59 Torn places,
DOWN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Actor Morris
Wild outbreak
I love: Lat.
" - Free"
Finn fiber
Becomes spoiled
Shave off
Actress Hagen
Uneasy
Tested for size
(2 wds.)
11 Stupid

ANSWERS, page 6

the new hampshire
needs
photographers
1 news editor
1 arts editor
1 circulation manager
these are PAID positions available second semester. ;,
Applications due Dec. 15, room 151or154 in the MUB.

12 Place in Rossini
opera
13 Le Havre hat
14 Woodland deities
19 Class of vertebrates
22 Illegal businesses
24 Astaire and Crosby,
e.g.
26 Cut of meat
28 FDR's mother,
et al.
30 Part of TGIF
31 Israeli tribe
33 Mercenary of '76
34 Destroy
35 Marine mollusk
36 California city
37 Rain
38 Most hackneyed
39 Salty medicines
41 A la 43 Prohibitions
45 Auden and Donne
46 Type of fishennan
49 Indecent language
50 Hoarfrost •
53 Cornish prefix in
names
55 Checker pieces

structure. "I would like to see
students have some input in academic issues," he explained.
But he said he saw a problem if
"a few rebel faculty members
are combined with students. It
could throw the issue one way."
Foster said the faculty should
. have primary concern with the
calendar. "Switching the calen. dar once or twice in a four-year
period might not upset one student too much," but it does affect
faculty who are here for much
longer than four years," he said.
"In the forestry department
two new courses were wiped out
with the new calendar," he said.
Foster said, "Y'ou might be
talking to the wrong person about
this. I have so little interest in
governance. I'll take what
comes."
He said he felt that if members
of the Council would not "take a
stand" on their views they were
"not doing their duty."

Trustees
TRUSTEES
continued from page 1

not make these comments Cin opposition
to
the
proposed
budget) ... to all of the trustees
and the Finance and Budget
Committee in a way that perhaps
more discussions could have
taken place."
Rock said the proposed budget
is "unrealistic". He said the
budget would require institution
of a state sales or income tax or
an increase in tuition, all of which
he is opposed to.
Dunlap said Rock did not attend a meeting that was held to
familiarize all the trustees with
the proposed budget. He said
Rock should have expressed concerns before the Budget was
passed by the Board.
"If I was chairman," said Battles last week, "I'd want every
University trustee to be a
legislator, so we could have more
lobbyists in Concord."
"The University doesn't need
lobbyists," said Dunlap.
Dunlap also removed Trustee
and State Representative CD-•
Swanzey) Margaret Ramsay,
from her position as chairman of
the Educational Policy committee. Ramsay said she and Dunlap
had agreed that such · a move
would give her more time to
fulfill her responsibilities to her
constituency and the University.
She would not comment on the
controversy
over
Rock's
removal.

·~
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in, followed bf'a den mother who
is trying to raise her voice above
the clamour. ''Be sure to put some
of your dues ·in the box for donations,'' she shouts.
"Kids love this part of the
museum," says Dwyer, "especially the relics and the animals."
:HeTs a stocky man, weathered
and creased. His bristly grey
crewcut, bulky sweater, and
rough features suggest that he is
·a relic himself and has been hired
from the backwoods in order· to
fit in with the surroundings of the
museum.
"My wife Ann and I came to the
Institute from the Richard
Jackson House in Portsmouth
which was built in 1664. We've
been curators here for seven
years," says Dwyer.
He begins his tour stopping now
and then to offer historical background. His sweet-smelling aftershave belies the coarseness of his
appearance and the musty, preserved atmcmphere · of the
Woodman House.
Half of the main exhibit room
is devoted to artifacts.

d•
l

Ve

'S•
'on s

· Robert Dwyer and friend, a ten foot polar bear. <Ed Acker
photo)
By Joy McGranahan
It is a stately old-time mansion
on lower Central Avenue in Dover.
Just ms1de the door, where the
coat clos-et should be, looms a
polar bear, reared on its hind
legs and snarling at an intruder
who has long sin~e vanished.
This ten-foot-tall bear, shot in
1969, 20 miles off the Siberian
coast, welcomes visitors to the
Woodman House.
The Woodman House is part of
a three-building museum known
as the Woodman Institute. It is
filled with curiosities representing the history and wildlife of
New Hampshire, Dover, and
their residents.

"Right there is an Indian rattle
that was used by Shaman <medicine men) around 1100 A.D. It
was found in Maine," !?ays
Dwyer, his erithus1asm adding a
lilttohisslow,down-Eastdrawl.
"And these deerskin pants over
here." he says. moving to an adjacent display, "were bought

The Institute was established
in 1916, when Annie E. Woodman,
a native of Dover, left one hun<lre<l tnousan<l aouars m ner wm from the Indian:5 for five dollars ·
for ".t he establishment of an in- by Thomas Wilkinson in the
stitution for the increase of gen- 1870's. He was serving in the
army then. Later on, he became
er~l and especially historical
Dover's city marshal.
knowledge."
"Squaws would chew the hide
Fossils, Indian artifacts, and
stuffed animals now crowd each before they made anything out of
room of the house where it," explains Dwyer. The fringed
pants, decorated with a dainty
Woodman Ii ved and died.
Robert Dwyer, the museum;s beaded flower design, don't seem
sturdy enough to withstand
curator, approaches sluggishly
as if he too had been part of the much wear and tear.
An Indian shroud basket, circa
exhibits and is brought to life as
15_50 A.D. is on display. It is
the front door creaks open.
"Afternoon," he greets.
A group of cub scou~ parade WOODMAN, page 14
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Aegis

•

IS

.

'

coming •.

The interview with Kumin, conBy Casey Holt
Anybody out there who ap- .ducted by Kinsella and Larkin
preciates good literature had bet- Ostermaier, exposes the heart of
ter get ready to wait in line. This this talented writer. She explains
year's .first edition of Aegis will :ier writing process, her views on
soon be available in the MUB •Nomen's issues and her work itbasement, but judging from its ;elf.
quality it won't be available for
The short stories are invery long.
.teresting, ''Gwendolyn·· capturing
Aegis is UNH's literary the spirit of lost love and ·inexmagazine and editor Tim Kinsella plicable emotions in less time t nan
and the Aegis staff have put · it would take many people_ to say
. together a fine piece of work. It it.
contains prose and poetry, and
The poetry varies from tran,something that hasn't been slated pieces by Polish poet
noticed in Aegis in past years, an Tymoteusz Karpowicz to Kathryn
interview with a contemporary Mulhearn's short work, "At Bedwriter.
time."
The magazine is nicely bal-.
One of the best aspects of the
Ctilced. There are two short stories, work contained in ;\egis. is its
"'Gwendolyn" by D. T. Eastman readability. There isn't a single
.and "Lila" by Susan Wheeler, at pieee that drags or becomes
the front and back. The interview, boring. They all move right along
with poet Maxine Kumin of War- surprisingly well.
ner, who won the 1973 Pulitzer
Have fun fighting for a copy
Prize for Up Country, is in the when it does hit campus. Aegis.
middle 1 and poetry fills up all the will be worth having, even if you
spaces m between. A literary sand- do have to keep the cover to the
wich.
.
\"all to get any sleep at night.

....................p,.13•1Jlf3W•--. .............................S.p•a•ce•o•u•t•w•it•h•20•0•1•aga•_•in•t•o•nig. ht•.•See
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Ossia in the MUB PUB.

Son of Kong is on Ch. 7at11:30.
Walter Pidgeon in Design for a Scandal. Ch. 5at12:30.
Robert Mitchum in Cape Fear. Ch. 4 at 1

2001: A Space Odyssey at the Franklin. 6:30 and 9:05
Actually, the odyssey is watching all the spaced people
!trying to see this movie!_

Escape From San Quentin at 1:30 on 7.
The Boogie Man "'7ill Get You, starring Boris Karloff and
· Peter Lorre. Ch. 5 at 2:20.

: Susan Blakely in Report to the Commissioner. Ch. 7 at 9.
\

C. C. and Company, starring Joe Namath and Ann-Margret.
Ch. 7 atl1:45.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12
Christmas in the MUB PUB. Bring a gift to help out needy
children.

· Peter Lawford in Sylvia. Ch. 5at1:45.
SATURDAY, DECEMBERll

The Seven Ups, starring Roy Scheider. Channels 5 and 9 at 9.

UNH Dance Theater Company will present Works-InProgress, excerpts from the concert they will present in
April. Johnson Theater at 8. Free.

Rosalind Russel in Trouble for Two. Ch. 5at11:30.

Christmas Semi-Formal in the MUB. Entertainment (two
bands), hors d'oevres, cash bar. Tickets are only $1. 8:30-12.
Lunch at the Dump in the MUB PUB.
Frank Zappa is supposed to be on Saturday.Night. I didn't
even know he did any songs that could be on TV! Ch. 4 at
11:30.

The Love-ins is on Ch. 7at1:30.
Mia Farrow stars as Peter
Pan in J. M. Barrie's tale of
the adventures of the perennial youth, to be aired Sunday
at 7:30 on Channel 4.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 13

UNH Jazz Band in the MUB PUB.
Victory at Entebbe, starring Burt Lancaster and Helen
Hayes. Channels 5 and 9 at 8.
The UNH Jazz Band will he on Ch.

ll tonight at 9:15.
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Lounge EntertainIDent

...or ·'Watch out for that iixia!s8f{
~

· sons -iilterested: in the - wo,odmpri~

WOODMAN

FRI & SAT
Dec 9-11

"CAP'N MOON"

c_GnJ1_'nu~ from ~a~~

~nstitl,lte.

abdut the size of a mixing_ bQwl
atid "is woven from grasses. ·one
of these baskets was placed over
the head of the deceased, another
over the feet, and "ihe corpse was
"compress~d" until the two baskets met artd were tied together
with twine.
·

. •i:.: ;.·
- "Annie Woodman survived Iler
l:lusband by 30 years and wasn't a
very- social cr~atur~, but she had
friends who shared her interest ·
. in history and who gave mosf of
these thirigs to the museum later
on,'' .he explains.
· "A nian by the name of Smith
wes the first curatQr iri 1916, and

''Weasels are -dangerous
killers with an intense
lust for blood.'
There is also a Neolithic bird he was aiso a iaxiciermist. He was
stone, a small bird carved out of . the one who donated most of the
black stone as an effigy of an animals here," says Dwyer as he
ancient bird god. It was worn by - moves away from the Indian disa pregnant princess to keep the plays.
Included in the wildlife exhibits,
evil spirits away from her newlywhich fill the adjoining rooms of
conceived child.
,\ccording to Dwyer, most of the house, are common New
the exhibits were donated by per- England species such as t~~ Wild-

Next Week's Special
2 eggs, toast

coffee

A17&9

.79

SUN6:45

2·

Monday, Dec.-13 through
Friday, Dec. 1~

BACK AGAIN!

Young's Restaurant
Main St., Durham

AN X·RATED MUSICAL COMEDY

eat -· andJhe

deer~

tWo~headed Snake

:asi ·-we!f
afof a

for

at the traffic circle
Rt. 1-95

**

Dec 10-12

GYPSY AMBER.

Dec 13-19

SASS

Dec 20-25

FANCY FREE .

EATINQ A DllN"llQ·

SIJ.881

.•:r.w• v•RY BEST PRIM• RIB •v•11•
~•arty eandwloh•• & Compl•t•
D•nner~ ••• Good

Dec 26, 27, 28
THE BLEND
Make your
New Year's Eve
plans with us NOW!.

~

~ ~a;;

(bur.:
legged chicken--rare genetic
mutations.
·
~ 'Y~u ever ~eeri a fisher cat up
close?" asks Dwy~r . He .point~ to
a stuffed y~t vicious lq<>ki~g sleek
brown animal.
"A fisher can kill a deer by bit. ing its jugular vein. It never overlooks any kind of m~at," he says.
"The weasel is just about as
vicious,
its ·size,'" he continues. He is gesturing towards a
slinky light brown -animal with
piercing eyes.
Next to the weasel a card
reads: ''Weasels are dangerous
killers with ·an intense lust for
blood. They often leave their victims uneaten if better prey is in
sight." This "killer" is not much
bigger than a squirrel.
"This last room contains the
second best rock collection in the
state of New Hampshire. It's
second only to the one at Dartmouth,'' Dwyer says_proudly.
· · After he has pointed -out this
collection, along with some rare
dinosaur fossils, he stops for a
moment to catch his breath. He
is ready to proceed to the next
chapter of his historical explication.
"Now next door we have the
Hale House, also a part of the
Institute, which is full of all kinds
of antiques. One of Lincoln's saddles is over there," Dwyer begins.
"And out in back there's a garrison house that's over 300 years
old. It was moved to ~his part of
the city from the l3ack River District. Looks the same as it did
when the early New Hampshire
settlers were fighting off the
Indians," Dwyer -continues emphatically, gesturing outside with
his hands.
Soon he is out the door headed
towards the Hale House and more
exhibits.
·
History, especially the history
inside the Woodman Institute is
what he knows best--and he loves
to talk about it.

Cracker Barrel
Lounge

**Corning Attractions

1

Variety Imported"

& Dome•llo Bottled B••r• ••• Open
F'or Lunch _ an~ Dinner ·Dally •••

Lounge Open To L•11•I Cloetng ••.•
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Honor societies offer academic
·involvement, grants, scholarship
'. By Pat Lang
What is so great about being invited to join an academic
.organization? Well, there are a
lot of reasons that would 111ake
the extra studying time worth
. your while.
,
·Did you know that there are
fellowships to be given out in the
forms of loans, gifts, grants, and
scholarships?
How about the fact that a person who is a member of one of
these honor societies will have a
better chance of being employed.
Then there's the honor of being
involved in being chosen a member of these societies which invite
only the most highly scholastic
students.
Almost every department has
their own academic organization.
There are 18 right now at UNH,
some of them nationally and internationally recognized. This ineludes the Mortar Board which is".
an all-female prganization and
senior Key which is all male.
Some of the others include, Tau
Kappa Alpha in the Speech and
·Drama Department, Xi Sigma Pi
in Forestry, Alpha Epsilon Delta
in Pre-Med, Tau Beta Pi in
Engineering, Pi Mu Epsilon jn
·Math, Pi Sigma in Zoology, l'i
.Upsilon Omicron in Home
·Economics, Alpha Kappa Delta
in Sociology,Alpha Zeta in
·Agriculture, Pi Sigma Alpha in
Political Science and Pi Gamma
Mu in Social Science.
Many of these s0<;ieties are

·1~~ under a department, such
. as Omicron Delta Epsilon which
is under Economics. However,
you don't necessarily have to be
an economics major to get in it. If
you have taken at least 12 hours
of economics related courses and
have maintained a B average or
better you are eligible.
Phi Kappa Phi which is headed
· by Mary Ann Beckwith ·wm accept students in any of the
· Liberal Arts disciplines. Seniors
must be in the upper 10 percent of
· the class and juniors in the upper
5percent.
Some organizations are just
honorary societies, and member. ship does not require any participation or attendance at
meetings. There are some,
though, that are more active.
· Phi Kappa Phi holds an annual
spring banquet at the New
England Center. There is a
speaker and parents are invited
· but it is stressed as more of a
social gathering than a lecture.
Phi Beta Kappa, headed by
Paul Jones of the Chemistry
Department, invited professor,
philosopher Philip Hallie from
Wesleyen College to give a leetore which was open to the public
last year.
.
·
Last month pf!>f~or Allyson
OJson from the Uruv~1ty of Mary:land ca~e_ to UNH and taught
classes m the History Departmen~ •. gave sem!nars and a
pubbc lecture. Phi Beta Kappa
sponsored both events.

January break
JANUARY
continued from page 3

advertised on the job bOard in the
financial aid office.
Jobs are open from now until
May for \fork/study students
according to Janet Silts,'
work/study program assistant.
Students should walk around
and talk to departments for a job
during January, said Silts.
Work/study students who are
beginning a new work/study job
for the semester break must
submit a completed hiring form
to the financial aid office by
Friday Dec. 17.
·
The Field House will be open
during the semester break from
11: 30 to 1: 30 beginning on Jan. 4.
The indoor pool, gym, handball
and squash room, weight room
and indoor track w·µi be open for

.

~

Omic1'0n Delta Epsilon, headed
.by Robert Puth has held debates
on economics topics and handled
the publicity for the Davidson
·Lecture Series.
. .
Some of these more a~tive 1.. 1
societies have trouble getting
their members to participate in
these activities or to go out for the
offices of president, vicepresident,
secretary,
or
treasurer.
Poth said, "We have the
-problem that~ certain number of ~~fa
our people want the recognition
that goes with membership, but
they are not willing to take the
time to come to meetings."
The academic associations
which are recognized nationally
·are governed by a National Office. It is this office that sets the
basic guidelines and helps fund
the society's programs. The in·dividual chapters, however, are
free to set up · ttieir own ·rules
accordance with those set up by
the National Office.
The time set for initiation
ceremonies vary with each
1>rganization. Pso Epsilon, in the
Whittimore School, has two
initiations every year, in the fall
and in.the spring.
Sigma Deita Pi holds ·initiations
in the Spanish Department every
year between spring and faH .
Last year initiation was held in
the spring. This year in the fall.
These ceremonies are usually
secret and all are different in
content and procedure.
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Jackson Brown ..
"The Pretender"
&

"BOSTON"
$3.99

Come in and see our
Specials Rack

LIS~NING POST
Main St., Durham

in now!

Only two
more issues
before Christmas

Fri. & Sat.

Dec. 10 & 11

6:30 & 9:05
Keir Dullea and Gary Lockwood in
"2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY"

Sun. &Mon.

Dec.12 & 13

6:3o & 8:30
"SHADOW OF THE HAWK"

Tues. & Wed.
Dec. 14 & 15
Academy Awards Best Actress
Ellen Burstyn in
"ALICE DOESN'T LIVE HERE
ANYMORE"

COMING ATTRACTION:
Redd Foxx in
"NORMAN IS THAT YOU,.
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Rossi Cruiser
Look GT
installation
regularly

$120.00
$49.95
$12.50
$182.45

K-2 Sunlite
LookGT
installation
regularly

$120.00 t
$49.95 ·
S12.50
S182 .45

NOW

$139.00

NOW

$139.00

•

Kneissl BALLET
Regularly S140 Now $99.50
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Get your clas·s ads

use according to Mike O'Neil,
director of recreation.
According to O'Neil th~
recreation department is still in
thP nlanning stages for the
January program. They are not
sure about use of the hockey
rink.
The Outing Club offers students
a chance for free skiing at
Waterville Valley throughout the
winter. There are four opportunities during January. Students
willing to work as gate keepers
for ski races for half a day can ski
free for the rest of the day and get
a free full day lift ticke!.
"The lift ticket can · be used
whenever they want, " said Bill
McGinnis, outing club member
and coordinator of gate-keepers.
There are four dates, Jan. 9, 15,
22, and 23, for races during the
semester break. "Students must
find their own transportation for
;these four r~~es ,'' said McGinnis.

. CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
.

Take a friend to McDonald's "' tonight. With this coupon and the
purchase of a Quarter Pounder ®. you 'll receive another
Quarter Pounder, FREE!

Get One lree!
912 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H·
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Providence versus Purdue, _the stakes are high
the wire. You've got to sweat out ·
every second."
How
en; lsn'tit?" I ask the Boys. They couraging.
laugh. "Yeah, PC can't score any. · The second half. 13:52 and it's
points." Keep it up, guys, I'm 45 to 42. Oh, no, what have I done?
counting on you.
'
PC seems to be getting a basket
I'm a little worried. It's 3:24 every 20 seconds. 45 to 44. That
and the score is 26 to 20. I don't nerve is excruciating.
know how it happened. I've
"This is the part where you get
never concentrated on a basket- the knot. in. your stomach," the
ball game so hard in my life. That Boys remark· nonchalantly. They
·nerve is pounding. The momen- really don't need to tell me. I
tum is changing in the stadium. already knew.
"Do you see why it's tough to
There's a new feeling in the air.
The scoreboard flashes "Let's Go play PC at home?" asks Sweet
Friars, Let's Go Friars" to the William. The ref is helping PC
tune of "Oh, When the Saints" along. The ref certainly isn't
once again. Just-as long as I don't helping me.
12:50 and it's Purdue 45, PC 44.
hear that song as the end, that's
all I care.
9:58 and it's 50 to 49, Providence.
2:27 and it's 30 to 24. That's bet- The crowd is ecstatic. They are ·
ter. Purdue's 22 just dunked. wild here. People like this should
Hey, yeah, I keep forgetting, I . be locked up or at least put in ·
have the four and a half so it's rehabilitation
centers.
The
really 34 and 1/2 to 24. No sweat; cheerlead~rs pour onto the floor. ·
what am I worrying about Guess what song the band plays.
anyway? "That was almost Hasset breaks into a grin as wide ·
enough to give me a heart at- as his face. I feel like dropping
tack,'' says the woman behind through the seat.
me.
I am dying a slow death. What
The buzzer jolts me out of my agony. Don't punish me like ·
seat. I've been in a trance. That this; just get i.t over with, please.
was .th.e....fastest half I've ever sat · 8:34 and Purdue 51, PC 50. 8:22
through. That nerve is loosening and PC 52, Purdue 51.
up. 35 to 30, all right! I'm up nine
"What do you think, Libby?"
and a half. "There's no such thing ask the Boys. "You going to make
as easy money, Lib," warns it?" I am totally numb; my ·
Sweet William. It's right _down to .. emotions are suspended like a
BOOKIE
continued from page 19

balanced seesaw while I watch
the score go back and forth.
PC is just dribbling the ball
around. "This is what you want,"
says one of the Boys, .
"because .. .'"'Be quiet!" I snap
rudely. Oh, how mean of me. I'm
beginning to see why gamblers
beat up their wives and kids.
"No, Libby, this will help you,
You want PC to kill the ball. They
don't want to lose the ball while
they are ahead." 3:05 and it's PC
57 to 56. Keep it within four and
keep it an odd number, I pray. I .
don't want overtime.I am suddenly the most fanatic PC fan in
the Civic Center.
1: 50 and it's 58 to 56, PC. PC has
the ball and they're passing, it
trying to kill it. I jump up and ·
scream. If they score three more
points I will lose.
PC's Dwight WHUams suddenly·
fouls out. A gift from God, I can
feel it. PC tries for a basket and
misses. "If they had gotten that
you could be in trouble," say the
Boys. Don't start now you guys, we
could go back and do the whole
game like that.
"I don't want overtime, I don't
want overtime" I chant to myself ·
to the tune of ''Lions and Tigers
and Bears, Oh My" from the
"Wizard of Oz". I see how this
betting can begin to affect people..
1: 01 and 58 to 58. Time out

Providence. Lions and Tigers
and ... Oh, my...
33 seconds and Purdue has .the
ball. They call time out. I jump
out of my seat. Purdue is holding
for one shot. "Go, Boilermakers !" I scream. The people
around me turn and glare. Two
secondsandPurdueshoots.
They miss. What agony. What
did I do to deserve this? Overtime! How can I be so masochistic?
Overtime. 3:06 and Purdue has
the ball. Basket at 2:56 and its
60 to 58. 2:42 and PC ties it up.
2: 19 and Purdue makes it 62 to 60.
."Com.~ on, Purdue, I yell, oblivious to the stares from the PC
fans surrounding me. An unwritten rule says never bet emotionally; never bet on a game you
care about. But of course once
you bet, you've got to care.
Purdue has the ball. "Kill it,
kill it," I shout. I glance around
the Civic Center. Thousands of
faces are beginning to turn the
same color as the Boilermaker's
uniform. Why, many of these
thousands must have bet. I can
see their faces fall. They look
sick. Ha, ha, what a treat!
34 seconds. 66 to 62. 24 seconds.
Purdue still has the ball. 16 seconds. "You've won, Lib," say the
Boys, grinning. Purdue goes for
one more. 68 to 62 and it's the

buzzer.
I've won! 25 bucks! Jusnike
that. Why, it's like making a withdrawal from the bank!
Afterwards we go to the First
and Last Chance Saloon to celebrate. "It's my round, everybody," I announce.
'LHey, wait a minute, Libby.
You haven't won yet, you know.
·If Princeton loses by more than
nine you split and there's still the
vig to pay. That'll be a fin, you
know, five bucks."
"No way," I reply. "Princeton
won't lose by more than nine. I'll
win. I can feel it. I'm taking fifty
bucks back to Durham tomorrow."
We stay in the bar until we are
thrown out about 1:-00 a.m. I plan
my Christmas shopping list.
What is usually a financial headache will be so much easier with
fifty extra dollars.
Then we cruise around empty
downtown Providence, waiting
for the Sunday Journal to appear
on the stands. I think of all the
, sick PC fans at home with insomnia, worrying about paying up.
The radio blasts -.'One More Saturday Night.". At 1:35 the papers
appear , right off the presses
from around the corner.
There it was on page two of the
sports section, "Terps Edge
__ Princeton by 12." I had lost a fin.

~~~~-·classified ads~~~~for sale
Nikko 7070 AM/FM stereo Receiver 34 r1.
watts per channel-excellent condition. S20I.
BENJAMIN MIRACORD 625 four s~ ·
. automatic turntable. Includes base, dust
cover, and 2000E Emt>Jre cartridge. Ex~YEPJt~p;dl~?ini4~!~z:i. 1~~~~~ together or
For sale: 68 Chev Impala 327 cu. in. Very
trustworthy; solid car:i must sell before Dec.
grad; $450 or B. 0. : uill 895·2906 evenings.
12/14
16 fl: .Sky Sports Hang Glider. Excellent
Cond1t10n, Comes complete with bikini bar·
ness and quick release. Sail is red, blue, and
yellow. S3000 or B.O. Call G<>rdon 742-3162.
12/14
Almost New Darkroom. Complete with Durst M301 Enlarger EL • NIKKOR lens,
safelight, timer, 8X10 Easel, Double S.S.
Devefoping Tank and reels. trays, many ex·
tras. $125. Call Gordon 742·3162. 12
/14
For Sale: Sears DieHard Battery $30. Size 13
Firestone 4-ply snowtires $30. Used less than
1 year. Call Nma 2·1967 daytime, 659-2895 evenings. 12/17
For Sale: Realistic sta-zo stereo, 2 elec2 Remote
troflexes finest speakers
speakers, P.air of Nova headphones with
separate volume. Whole system hrank new.
Reason for selling; financial. Call 868·2227.
Ask for Rob. 12/14
For Sale: 1970 Volvo 1453 wagon, rebuilt
auto. transmission, radials & snows, AM-FM
radio. well maintained $1750. Call Kathy 7494915or1J6Z-1485.12/17
•
Ski 8'1<1ls-'.'l:ordica Aslral Pro·s. Men's size
8 1 ,, yl'Jlo\L flow lining. Worn 4 times. $&;)
olfor. Call Chm; P. 11611·9i42 or 2·16.511. Con·
~1·cve :101. l:l Ii
.
197! TOYOTA CORONA MARK II 34,000 on
engu~e. new brakes. new automatic trans··
m1ss1_on, new fuel pump snow tires, extra rim, well mamuunec. aosoJuteJy no rust.
Must sell. Best offer. 868·5480. 12/14
For Sale: 1 pair Rossignol Roe 550, 210 cm.
Excellent Condition. Price $90.00 and 1 pair
Knissell Red Stars 185 cm. Excellent Condition. Price $50.00. Contact R. Turner.
Phone no. 862·2937. 12/17

Nikko 1070 AM/FM stereo Receiver-34 vms
wattsJ':{ channel-excellent condition. $260.
BEN AMIN MIRACORD 625 4 speed
Automatic turntable. Inclu4es base, dust
cover. and 2000E Emoire cartridee. Ex·
1..-ellent Condition. $120. Will sell together or
separately. Call 742·202!1. l.:.!/10
1971 CJ5 Jeep Renegade. 6 cyl. 4 speed,
overdrive, mag wheels, 4 seals, roll bar.
Over $1000 mechanical work recentlv completea.~ m~w 111 e", no ruu1: 1ow miloaso . Mu~t
s~u. MaK~oner. 'IJl-4!>42. l:l/17
bod k
F Sal vw 'ti6 $l25 00
or
e:
•
. a runs,
ay--0 ay.
. 862-2190 bet 8--12, 1-1:30 Mon. thru Friday . .
Ask for Finney. 12/17

For Sale: 74 Vega Hatchback. New snow
tires, AM radio, automatic; 12,000 miles, has
been rustproofed. Excellent condition, must
sacrificeforSn75 . Call 436-5093 . 12110
For Sale: 73 Opal GT excellent condition,
new Michellin radials, AM/FM radio, Ab·1
soIut e IY no rush~ 5 · 28 mpg. 51 •000 mi es. Blue
book is $2700. will sell $l900 firm. Call 4365093. 12110
t 3
db th t
&
4 1 -f

Jo'or Sale: Pair bauer supreme No. 91 skate5
size 8 bought last ):ear. vcrv good condition
as used verv little $-IO or best offer. :1:12--0644.
c_~uck ~lerrient._3Janet St .: Roc~est«:1.~._ l2/lO

For Sale: '69 Ford Van 3-speed 6 cyl. Runs1
well some body rust . $600.00. Call Jlm West
862-2404. 12/10
For Sale: Volkswagon Van . 1965 and running 1
finest kind. New muffler and other assortea
---------=----work. Great surfing van. Equipped with
BlackandwhitesecondhandGeneralElec·
relfriggfat1:r~ SunJ~~5at1gn. :> ~niin!'t:>~Alk
s nows. Only $575.00 Call Charlie 742·2488.
tric small console television. Excellent con12117
to campus. Garage available. l\{arried
dition-$65 negotiable. Call 332-0064 after 5:30
co~le
preferred. N~ts. Available Dec. 11.
F1'shermen-For sale-1976 2 Horse Ev1·nrude . pm weekntglll.s. 12110
$l /mo&uti·i 1·_ti·es.
-!"'•o. 1,.114
· ~---H~---------1 : andmadecabinet 4'X6'Xl2" Big
"""" motor. Low hours. Runs finest kind. The per·
For Sae
For sale: SCUBA GEAR-Tanks suit
feet .a ?XHiarylqr any sea cat. New $265, want
E!nought to. hold yoiµ- stereo & ~ks. B~lt in
For Sale: Canon FT QL camera - works well
$225. Call Charhe742·2488.12/17
hquor ca~1~et. AdJusta.ble shelvmg. Nice as
weights re~ator. GRETSCH GUITAR . 6
· gives great negatives. Also close up lenses & · t · g '
t' An
JI t
't
$l20 ·
a room divider or agamst a wall, $75.00 or
s rmH acous ic.
exce en ~m ar .
D!>korder 7140, 4 channel tape deck, $350j
B.O. 742-6237. 12/17
.
K-2 yellow filfer & sun shade. E"v~thing
fif;lf
ink·
868-9608
or
2·1533.
venings
best.
Pioneer
CT
7171
cassette
deck,
$175;
Sanski
~~ri oo or B.O. CAii Wayne King.
·1485.
4
7
. Q5 800 rear am1>lifier $250· Teac AN300
For Sale '67 Plymouth Station Wagon. Good
Dolby unit, $200; Lafayette LA74 a~Iifier
rubber including 2 snow tires. Needs some
For Sale: 12 string Yamaha guitar with case~~ri~ prices negotiable, call 1-603-4 ·3353. bodfi work. GoOd running condition. $250.
excellent condition $80.00; women's Frye ~~~S:!~is~IftYf~~~!tx~~;~~~~-e~g~~~
Cal 642·3137 after 7 p.m. 12710
Boots, size 7B, hardly worn · $40.00. Call 862- work. Reliable. Mounted snows, asking $400.
1976, evenings. 12/17
Call 659-2069. 12/17
SKIS AND BOOTS: new uSed many sizes,
1969 Volvo 142 Sedan body is 1·n excellent.
such names as Atomic, ilart,K2, RoSsignol,
35 mm Minolta camera with case. Has
condition, engine is very good~ complete new
Lange. Excellent_ prices, come and see for
For Sale:l966 Chevy Impala-Good running
automatic f-stop. Perfect condition. $75.00.
yourself. Greg, Williamson 424, 868-9797 or 862.
muffler system, AM-FM raaio, gOod tires.
condition. $300.00-lncludes snow tires. 742· 2285.12/10.
$775call 742--0231, Dover. 12/10
Please call Karen at (207>439-2812 or leave
9209-Home. Bus. 742-9632. 12/14
message atS.V.T.0. office at MUB. 12/17
For Sale: 30 l!al. Meta frame MarJt III For Sale: Home in Durham by owner. Three.
S~REO: 45 watt 4 c_hannel Realistic Am·
Interested in a C.B. which retails $159 for
: aquarium and accessories; $30, Grosman
phfier"'-$200.00 New. Girard turntable, $85.00
plus oearoom modified cape 21..', baths large
only $119 or a stereo which retails $149.50 for
mark I .22· caliber C02 pellet pistol <single
lot, F .P . all new appliances' walkinJ! dist:mce' new. ~wo .Becord ~peakers, $80 new. Good
just $99. Call Jim, SAAS distributor at 868·
shot> $45, Ikelite underwater camera case
to UNH and public schools. AvailaoJe - sounding mex~ns1ve stereo. Hasn't been
(for Kodak X-15 camera) $35, New Sears 6 second semester. Mid 50's. Call 868-5051 after
=ke~C:~ ~-~ioo p.m. TR 4-5:00 p.m. or
used much. Asking. $175. 742-6992. 12/17
volt car battery $25 Schaver 10 amp Hattery ·
5p.m.l2/10
.Leaving N.H. & selling everything. 3 piece.
Charger
for
use
with
6
and
12
volt
batteries
For Sale: 1965 Volkswagon Beetle. Runs
bedroom s~r~/box spnng & 111:3ttress. Like
(circuit breaker and solid state> $30, Rebuilt . For Sale: Underwood Electric typewriter.
fine. Inspected in November. $500 firm. Call
new S751 dimng set $50, rockmg chair $25
Old, but in excellent working condition. $50
1/3 hp electric motor perfect for shop use
862-2086 days, 659-2608 eves. 12/14
Firm_. Call Mark 862-1490/2-2357. 12/17
assortea nic-nacks, dishes, curtains & junk'
~~,~~shaft! Call Dave evenings at 742-8654.
Best offer. Call evenings after 5:00 pm. 742:
For Sale: '66 Ford Mustang V8 GT 4 speed,
6237. 12/17
Let Little Boy visit mother in California for
new tail pipes and muffler, snow tires - $275.
<'ree Puppies: Father is a German. Christmas!
1972 Mercury Montego MX. 4
Call 742~176. 12/17
)hepherd, mother is Lab-Newfoundland.
Boxer P.t.i~ with ~pers. All male, 4 Brin,!!lt;f
new glass belts, recent brake jobl new water
1 fawn. Will be available for ChriStmas. \.lW
Guitar for Sale: 6·string ARIA classical- · 3orn Oct. 11, they are ready to go imump. Radio, at. Very good snape. $950.
~
M2-8215-Robert. 12/17
mediately. 679-8464 after 5 p.m. 12/17
body in great shape-new set of strin~ and
·207-4~9-185L 12/17
.
1972CougarXR7,redw/whitetop;A/C,PjS..1 ·
soft case· $65 • Duncan/209. 2-1054 leave
Top guality- metal ctetecter $125, buck (119
message. 12/10
P/B_,; Automatic..i new front brakes. Gooa
For Sale; NEW! Atomic skies NEVER
s~cial> linife $15, inflatable boat $10,
BEEN USED! 185 cm new Saloman 444 bin- '
conoition. Best 01fer. 12/14
Student discount at Andy's pottery sale-Main
$5,
facial
sauna
$5,
records,
Dedometer
~?Mr'S~e $300.00 asking 235 for package.
St.Durham. BringthisadinforSlofforiany \ AQUARIUM FOR SALE: 10 gallon
ttouble bed $25. sinitle bed $10, convertible
LL. Call 742·889fafte.r 5n m
.
largehangingplanter.12/10
METAFRAME including DYNAFLO ·SE!.a. $70. 742-f?24·~1_27_11_4_ _ _ _ _ __
Xmas QOtlery sale. Main St. Durham. $1 off
flLTER
system, .. ~LORESCENT
Vasque hiking boots size 12. Only worn a
large planter with ad. Pottery by Andy. Hi · :..IGHTING, gravi;I, arhf1c1al plants and
couple of time.. Not broken in yet. They
Mom.12/14
·l ther accessor ies.
BRAND
NEWRoom to rent in farmhous~1 shared by 4 other
i inally cost $55 asking $35. Also,
.
.
EXCELLENT CONDITION. Retails for $80,
students; lOminutes to UNH; ~tand beam
ometer in excelleni condition $5. 742-6724.
Jensen Co-~xial,.4 m. car speakers._almost
NOW ONLY $40. Want to sell for a bigger
home and barn; $100/month for room and
2/14
new, all wires and hardware still m box, · ul'lit. Would make an ideal Christmas glft.
utilities; share kitchen ~ts; 679-6616, eves.
$27.50. 742-4180. 12/10
. ~one; 'iljgk at 4.'ifj-2335 t2Ll'l I
.• Stereo system: Dual 1228 with Ortofon UMS 12/17
20E, Jensen II speakers, Rotel AmJ>. Asking
Dover SUblet, near Lower square, modem
$275. Might self separate))'.. Also Classical
studio>. ~II utilities included, $150/mo. Conguitar ani:I case S50 or B.O. Call Bob 749-3453.
tact: uerard Pregent, James Hall Rm. 105,
12/10
Mon-Fri, 9 a.m.-12 noon. 12/14
..
.
For Sale: 1969 VW Kanoon Ghia, excellent
Efficiency apt. avail. for St!COnd semester.
condition both mechanically and t:J'sicallyi
Full bath and kitchen, Jar~ bdrm. In
:r>~~~~.t~~ new pamt, $1 .00. Cal
Pi~~~m, close to campus.
II 868-2985.

2

f.
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-For Sale: 1971 VW Squareback good condition, rebuilt eng?ne 1 new clutch, new fuel
injection system ooay redone & painted 1
year ago. Best olrer. Call Tod Rossiter 6595236. 12117
RADIAL SNOW TIRES. Uniroyal 165 SR 14
Steel belted radial snow tires in excellent
condition. Don't press your luck! $49 for the
pair and peace of mind. Call 868-7220 today.
12/14
63 Dodge Coronet 440 225 auto, AM-FM
Stereo, very little rust, runs well, new battery, muffler water pump, alt, $300. Rodney
Drew. 749-3194. 12/11
1973 Monte Carlo1 blue w/white top;~!~..1
PIB_l•/S; automatic,
four new tires. lj()OQ
conaition. $2800 or beSt offer. 12/14

PLEASE PRINT

MUST Bi: PREPAID

nRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.~O for eadl U words extrL

EA6H

CQNS};~Ul'IVE

INSERTION: f.25

Maxtmitn n&afftber of l'\lns: 6.

TP.lephone numbeu and d•&es tount as one word; hyphena&ecl words coun~ as two.
Mistabs on our part merit one additional run.

Amt. end.:

For Sale: 1971 light blue Toyota Corolla 1600
cc, good condition, many new parts, no rust,
$725.00. Call 679-8616 and come see, 10 mins.
from UNH.12/14
-------------Playful, boxtrained Christmas kittens. One
mare black angora one gre:v./white part
angora male; one almost-all-white female:
Call Jackie or Mike 749-2971. Will deliver
within reason. 12/10

TORm{

TIMES.

Volvo 'f/1 1228 W~ggn. Fine runnin.Jl condition, reaay lo go. $600 or best ouer. contact
Doug; Lord309862-1636or868-9715.12/17
Rossignol Roe Competition 190 cm Brand
new. Never Used/Dr1ued. $175.00 or best offer. Reg $210.00. Must sell, need the money.
Call Don, 868-5668 if not in, leave message.
12/17
For Sale: SAAB 96 V-4 1969, Front wheel
drive. Beautiful shape inside and out. Runs
excellent. 8 track and radio. $1100. Call
Keith at 862-2397. 12/10

Efficiency a~.. for rent • Newmarket,
$140/mo<mcbides heat>. Contact: Diane
Wright Rm. 112, James Hall or Cheney, Inc.
Durham. Available Dec. 22, 1976. 12/10
Apt. in Durham available immediately after
Christmas. Dynamite location (corner Madbury Rd-Garrison Ave>. Partially furnished.
One bedroom which could sleeD two.
$140/month excluding elect Drop by evenings
at 33 Madbury Rd, Apt 1. Ask for Al or Jon.
12/17

. .

Applications are now being accepted for
people wanting to room andfor boafd at Phi
Mu Delta, 24 Madbu:r; Rdi Semester II.
f=ff~}i\ble r°?ms an grea food. Call 8622 or 3 Female roommates wanted to help fill
nice large house for 2nd semester. LoCated
at 22 Young Drive, Durham. 2 singles
available. Drop over or call 868·7541. 12/10
We are looking for a female roommate in the
luxurious Strafford Manor Apts., within
walking distance from campus. Two
bedrooms, kitchen and living room. Please
call 868·2086. 12/17
Housemate wanted. Own room. 11h mi. to THall . $130 monthly includes utilities . Older
student preferred. Must like kids & dogs. 2
fireplaces, garage, washer dryer. Call Bill or
Lois 868-7172 after 5 or 2·2195 days. 12/17

Stereo Receiver, 1 yr. old, ~watts, 2 to 4 ·
channe1 convener built in. $200 new. Asking . ' Attractive apartment available to sublet for
Spring Semester in Strafford House in
$115 or best offer. Call 868-7049. Ask for Bill
Durham. One female needed for double
Jr. 12/17
room. Excellent location. Kitchenettej car1975Datsun 280Z, AM-FM, Air conditioni~i,
~ting, panelin§. Laundry room in bui din~ .
Metallic Blue, Low Mileage, Like New. 431·
D~:fo~1ri~vaila le . .·. $350. can 868·9929. Ap .
5213 or 868·22'l7 (ev~) 12/ 14
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URI defeats
Wildcats 68-62
BASKETBALL
contin~ed !rom page 20

minutes left in the game, the
Wildcats lost control and Jet
ruiode --Island- pull - away. The
Rams scored ten straight points
in four minutes and led 64.:55 with
three minutes left in the game.
During those last three minutes,
the Wildcats never got closer
than nine points until guard Keith
Dickson added a three point play
with four seconds left in the contest.
This game was a tough, hard
fought contest at both ends of the
court. Until the last part of the
game, URI's biggest lea~ was
five at 9-4. UNH's biggest lead
was four at 51-47. There were nine
ties and 25 lead changes throughout the night.
The shooting by both teams
was like two different games. After poor shooting in the first half.
the teams came out as if it wer~
showdown time at the O.K. Corral. The Wildcats hit 68 per cent
ln the second half while URI shot
at a 55 per cent clip.
During the second half most of
the time was devoted to basket
trading. Every time the Wildcats

scored, the Rams did the same.
Only twice in the first 12 minutes
of second half action, did one
team score back to back baskets.
T Ren when the game got . to its
important moments, Rhode
Island took control and handed
UNH its third straight loss to
open the season.
The first half was just as close
as the second. After spotting the
Rams a 9-4 lead, UNH came back
to take its first lead at 14-13 with
12 minutes left in the half. ·From
there the lead jockeyed back and
forth until the halftime buzzer
sounded with the Rams on top
31-30.

After the game UNH head
coach Gerry Friel was obviously
disappointed. "We played another outstanding game against
a team with a national program,"
he said, "but it still ended up the
same."
Rhode Island coach Jack Kraft
credited the Wildcats saying,
"They outplayed us 36 minutes.
"Gerry does an.excellent job,"
Kraft said, ''They are a well
coached club and did as well as I
expected'' referring to the close- UNH's Ralph Cox watches as BU goalie Jim Craig makes a save of his shot in the first period of
last Saturday's Wildcat win. (Steven Morrison photo)
ness of the game.

~~~~-classified ads~~~~Apartment in Durham for sublet from Dec.June\ $350, Well furnished1 kitchenette,
launary facilities in builaing, walking
distance of academic building~ §Jen~ oI
~~~~i~g86s~~[:.c[2 h~on Bickfor , tra ford
Centrally located sublet apt. available after
Christmas. Furnished; Kitchenette, laundry
and parking facilities. $400/semester. Straf~~~~~ih~pt. D-21. Call Katie Die<t-ich,
One roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apartm~nt in Dover $150.00/month split include'! utilities, Non-smnlr<>r Available Jan.
1. Female preterre~. male considered. Near
Kari-Van. 749-0486. 12/17
Available immediately: Two semi-activist
women, one small person (on week-ends),
and two illiterate cats seek one literate,
mature, easy-going woman to share huge
brick duplex in Nmkt suburbs. Own room,
short walk to town an Kari-van. $65/ mo. plus
1/3 of utilities. Call K. Beane 862-2350 and
leave message. 12/17
Female roommate needed for spring

~~i;:~i\'::"w~t=r:r fi~~e".nMa~b~;;iil~~-

Lisa orl.;ynn. 868-525112/17 ·
·
Room;ates needed immediately to share
large duplex in Dover. Se~rate bedrOO!Ils.
Convenient to UNH. Low Rent. Pets fmeprefer dog. Call ?42--0293. 12/9
Human Being wanted as roommate. Coed
house seeks male to fill vacancy. All have
own rooms-on Kari van route. Call 749-2455.
3.1 Fourth St. Dover . 12/10

Durham Sublet convenient, centrally located
apartment available for spring. Furnished,
stove & refrig. Laundry facilities in building,
plenty of paiking. $400 for Dec.-June. StraTford House, B-14 868-5962. 12/14
Apartment in Dover on Kari van. 2 rooms
available immediatelv NP.Pit sn~eone hancdy to do maintenance & repairs. $85 per
!inontfi. ·call 742~7908 between 1 & 9 p.m: 12110
"'or Hen!: Jan. 1 Enjoy privacy: 1 I Modern
furnished 2 bed mobile home 175/mo and
utilities, 21 Modern completely private (urn.
.-oom with full bath $50/mo electric1ty
.ocated at Lee Wood E;;tates. Stepping Stone
.{d .. Lee N. H. 659-2790 or 11611-566 L 12/ IO
•i~u~t· for re~t-: Jitn. ~ Aug~ fu;nish~ 23
(''acuity Rd. 5 min walk to UNH, garag~. 2
bed furnished -I bed total 11 ~ baths Cltshwasher, washer,1dryer 220/mo plus 1 mo
security. Tenants must accept care of cat. 1 ~
at.;re fol ~ar~e ~arden prn>slble -~8-24~5 .. 1~/ ~o_
Jr. (<'mle looking for room in house or.apt
with other fmle or fmles for 2nd sem~ own
rans. will pay up to $95 for rent and util. per
no. Have Tew Odd pieces of furn. and kit.
Hems. am allergic fo dogs. Please call 6.'i9:!956 and l~a ve ~es~a~_e for S~; ~Y 14 _ _ _
Room to Sublet for sccsnd senwstcr. Ideal
for double.• or single-contact George Hm . B12Stral'ford House or Call 868-!IBIB. 12/17
Hoom in Downtown Durham Apartment and
sublet for semester break. Dec. 20 ·Jan. 25,
$60. Comfortable and convenient, caJI John
1168-2:IB2. 12/14

roommates
One female roommate wanted to share apt.
in -Olde Madbury Lane Apts. starting mid
January. $100 per monthpfus el~tricify and
phone. Own bedroom and on Kart-van route.
. Call 749-2569. 12/14
Wanted: 1 or 2 studious people to share furnished house in Lee, on Rt. 125. Own room or
share large one plus own bath $80/month.
Available m Jan'. Doug call at 868-2332. 12/14
Roommate wanted • male - Rent $105 monthly - 2 Bdrm., Living Rmii Dining, Kitchen,
Partially furnished - Ca after 6:00. Any
days. Wayne Haselton - 32 Olde Madbury Ln.
apts. 742-1697. 12/14
Third roommate wanted to share spacious,
allraclive, semi-furnished apartment in
Dover. Convenient location, on Kari-Van
route. Own room. $70 monthly. Call Pam or
Dianne at 749-4961. 12/17
Wanted roommate, clean and responsible.
Own room in farmhouse. 9 miles,
Barrington. X-mas till July negotiable. $100
plus ufilities. No lease. No cats. Damage
aeposit. See Stephen Jeffery MUB
Custodian.

Roommate wanted, ow~bedroom in three
bedroom house. Six miles (rom campus, pets
~1ir ~tiable, $80/mo call after 4, 749-4096.
1
. ----------Female roommate wanted for second
semester. Two bedroom apt. in Dover on
Kari Van route. $65/mo. Call 749-4989. 12/10
K~ommate needed~- Room -;BStrafford
House. kitchenet}-e. paneling. W/W carpeting. walk to classes, $400 from Dec. 23 May 20, 1977. Call 868-9818 or stop by, ask for
•John. 12/17

lost and found
Lost: Choker made of wooden beads with
jade and mother-0f-pearl pieces. This was a
J,ift from my sisler and means a lot to me.
1ie,~ard: Call Nan~y ~ 742-844~~ 12/17 _ , __
Mis~inlj: ... yellow cm\'n \·est and green 6()/ -IU
1

itl~~.?t 1 ~~W. \Zri~;;;: .?~~~~~~·:d<?!1 1h~~ ~~

Dec. 2. Please return them or at least the
wallet checkbook and ID's in the poeket - no

Q's asked. Barb.Hills 86H-2!10i 12110
1_,oot - i1!1pm· tcd lcdlltt:1 e;~"""'

Yt

ltll 1111. V.OOI

inside. Med. size women's. Call Susan, 2279';, ·t~B Williamson. 12/lU
•·
Lost in vicinity of library, 11/30- gold wallet.
Keep the money if you really need it, but
please return wallet & ID's to MUB front
desk, or call 659-2113. 12/14
Lost: One antique necklace. Gold design
with pearl hangmg. Worth a lot to me, not
much to anyone else. Lost on 11/11. If found
please contact Annie Rm. 509 Christensen 22137 or 868-9834. 12/10
FOUND: a black female dog with brown
paws, almost a year old, near Stillings and
Stoke on Wednesday, Dec. 1. Has a scar on
right rear leg and brown flea collar, no tags.
Pfease call Judy at 2-2375 or 868-9822, or
Janetat862-1490.12/7

rides
Ride to California! Need rider to share expenses and driving to California. Leave here
between Christmas and New Years. Going
through ~rizona. Conta<;LBob Gallo or
secrefary m Dean 's-ottt~eJluddleston.12/14
I am looking for a non-smoking rider to Minnesota who can share driving and expenses.
Leaving Dec. 20. Call 659-2667 evenings.
12/17
Ride needed. Florida - West Coast by Jan.
3rd:Prefer leave after Christmas. Will share
driving, expenses. Call Jan 875-4021. Alton
12/17
Ride desperately neeeded to Durham from
Hampton - Exeter area. Mon.-Fri, 8-4:30.
Will meet you on the way. Will help pay for
gas. Call 964-5090. 12/ 17

services
TYPING: Excellent speed, perfection and
accuracy. Will type anything. Price
negotiable. Call 749-4711. Leave name and
number. Willcontactimmediately.12/17
Business Teacher will do persona-I,

r:i~s~~~~ 1<>~USl~fust~o~~u~:~o~;g:! t~~

IBM Selectric. Choice of pitch/style. Call
Oiana 742-4858. 12/17
Christmas Parties! Do them up right with a
D.J. All kinds of music for dancing. For info
call Steve Kolenda at 749-3358. 12/14
EXTERNS or volunteer teachers wanted at
the Cresitive Learning· center, Inc., Kittery,
Maine. We will tram you in Montessori,
British Infant School Curriculum, American
Open E;ducation, Transactional Analysis in
ttie Classroom, Teacher Effectiveness
Training, in exchange for volunteer part
time work as a teacher/facilitator working
with normal children 2 through 6 years.
Volunteer music teacher or musical person
~!~g:gyt~~t:~rl~, 1~udie K~hl, Director, 439IMPORTANT STUDY ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT: Limited openings remain
on CFS accredited Spring 1977 Academic
Year Programs commencing Spring Trimester. Early acceptance is now open for
Fall '77, Winter, Sprmg, '78 or Full Year '77'78 in Moscow, Salamanca, Paris, Dijon,
Florence; Perugi;i. Co~nhagen, Amsterdam,
Vienna. Gerieva, England for qualified applicants in languages, all subjects incl. inf')
Ia~, business. All students in good stan~ing
eligible--- Freshmen, Sophomores, Jumors,
Semors, Grads. Good faculty references,
self-motivation, sincere interest in study
abroad int'I cultural exchange count more
with CGS than grade point. For applications/
information: l::ENTER FOR FOREIGN
STUDY/AY ADMISSIONS DEPT. N/216 S.
State/ Box 606/Ann Arbor, MICH. 48107/
13131662-5575. 12/14

personals
Tim CONGRATULATIONS! I hope you'll bt
as gOod a co-captain as you are a brother.
See you soon. Beck 12/10

HOCKEY FANS!! SNIVELY ARENA LAST
SATURDAY FELT LIKE A MORGUE
MOST OF THE NIGHT. LET'S GET
PSYCHED AND BACK THE TEAM
VOCALLY!! HUBBARD HAL~; THE ONES
BEHIND THE BENCHES~.CttALLENGES
ANY DORM, FRAT OR OTttER GROUP TO
OUTSHOUT US AT THE CORNELL GAME2AN YOU DO IT??!! PROVE IT TO THE
TEAM, THE NEW HAMPSHIRE AND US.
AND GET PSYCHED!!!
JHT: Thank-you for the book, everything is
fine. Thanks again and hooray for us, it was
a great Thanksgiving! Now, more than ever,
don't hurry; don't worryLand don't forget to
smell the flowers .
ove RFT 12/10
DON'T DISCARD '76 scenic and wildlife
calendars. Please drop them off al the MUB
"Common Office", Rm.134. 12'/17
__ _
Dear Mack Throw your head back and
celebrate! Hope your birthday is extraspecial because you are. Love ya, T&C. 12/10
To King Brag a lot: Dinner was fun last
·night es~cia1ly the conversation. Just hope
y_ou ii.hJu t takt: ll too st:rlously ! Elaine and
Nancy 12/10
Jh Hi. Hey ~ood buddies! Talk about your
good times, ' at the beach", da.ncing dewai:s.
darkroom,
Breakfast
<fa1rJ,
boots1e,
cruising; We got tea,loh good, S-E honey,
S.O.B. get up oif a thaf tnmg, basic average
\l.uy. KC knock yoursel1 out, Durham
~hablis. Love GND 12/10
To all my David Zinder friends: Thanks for
making my 20th so great. Love you all,
cumay 12/10
1

:·Improve your grades, and put a little order
m your life. Gef some very unique instruction in self-organization. Free Brochure.
~~~a. ~:iNJ.I~-~~ 21¥fst.Road, Durham,
Dearest Madelyn: I marvel when we are like
this, At the colors you have painted my rainbows, Long ago just black and white! And I
know our love is rea1 I Jtnow our ove is
right I miss you Love 8obby i2/20

"TOOTS" Although we no-longer keep In
touch, I still think, wonder, get mad at and
worry about you. I hope you someday find
what you really want wflether it's in Vermont, Pennsylvania, South Africa or whereever. Best wishes and much love. Take Care
Always -Toots. 12/10.

' MAJIK: Congratulations, kiddo! It'll he.• a
lot of work. but J'll lw around if vou llf'<'cl a
shoulder Love always, :-.il'rd 1. 1£/ Ill

To mv two s~ial buddies. Your "No. 1
Fan and l<'riend" thinks vou're l>Qth the absolute greats. ··You've inade me so very
h~_ppy .. ... Lo'.'.~-~U!11ay. 12/IO

To the sist~rs of Della Zeta; llad an ('X cl'llent liml'-THE Bl'~ST Th:mk" so mui:h.
m~_anl a.lot lo me .. 'Youguy;;areddinit('l.V
afl1rmat1Vl' act ton! Lo\'l'. !'ianta. 12110

help wanted

Buried

WANTED: Houseboy for Phi Mu sorority.
Job includes washing J:::ts and pans and a

~~~~~g~~i':;mr~~~1~giter::!. img
2

MUSO needs film and darkroom chairpersons. For further info. call 862-1485 or come
to MUSO office Rm . 148-MUB.
"WANTED": Garage Sp(lce for one car in
Durham, especially nice if near Foss Farm.
868-2230 after 1 p.m. 12/10 .

1

~~~~~!:1 1?.h;~~!~~l ~tct!:n\~~~11;di~::;~1~ t;:~:;~jY~ 1 1:~

.lanuurv . Lovl' working with animals. pfont'.-;
- somdhing alivt' - hut can't afford to ht•
l'h1H1sy . ('all .Jarll' lllill-i-1!1!1. 12/ 17

•

ID

#anted: 1975 Granite Yearbooks. The
Granite is willing to buy back -:upto !Ol'npies of the 19i5 Granite in good condition for
$2.50 each. Bring them to Hoom 125 l\ll'BbeforeDec. 17. 12/14
HELP! I desperately need a used oott1~r·s
Wheel - if anvone knows the whereabouts of
one l would greatly apprec1a1e a call . Call
And;r !168-5054. 12/10 __ _
To my almost little sister, so glad you had a
fantastic time Friday night. Thank-you so
much for being the star of the show · Santa .
__
Love, DZ pres1~e.E_~ Davis. 12/10
To Wildman. Thank-you for your patience{
understanding and especially for jus
listening. By making me smile you have
brightened my day. January is coming, so
~~k snow! Love. yo~! ~_k_iing bt1d~t;E0.Q_
Andrea Hagerty, this is for you. We hate
misprints . Hello Donna·& Bean! Much love
_
__
from the Sandmen. 12/10
Aloha Skip~ What doin"? Could I please have
charbroilea rhipped beef. if you're not
sleeping this Sunday·r Well hot dog. you 're
1·eauy golug to Waikiki or 1:>us1 ! 1~11 wa1cn tor
you on the Don Ho Show and surfing on the
Wide World of S~rts! The best of luck to
you, take care, and have a ball! Love. Shorty
no. 39. 12/10
Since you always peer over this section here's a surprise. Please explain what you
~ean. Mel!.}2/10 ___ _
.
. __
Lvnn . Cindi. llnll\'. Iknn.i(•. Lut•\. Cind\'.
S((•phanit•. l\frlissii. NaiJ('y. ~Joye(' ;!'.1" :'\lot•:
('ongratulat rons on your nl'lory I twsd<1y.
Stiek ii toSnllll'l'S\\'orth. I:! 10
To m\' two huddi1•s of ii I · ,.\ p<'rsmial i11
llll'llHirv of our Till's. ni~ht dalt•s with .Julio.
l 'neonfrollahh• laughll'L rl'd hatr lwautit'!'.
& thus<' stupid l!Ul'stions-was1t't it 11111 : Low
~·a!

rou

Position available: Needed. two livt>-iil
tutors starting Jan. to June '77 at the Conl'orc
A.B.C. House. Free room & board in exchange for tutoring . Knowledge in high
~.chool. maths and sciences most helpful. F01
mtervrew call 224-0737 or 224--0951 12117
~~~ iuiti;-r;-(~!ly-~c~~l'<lited JUN-rofi
YEAH or POST GRADUATE stud\ ir
ISRAEL. Enrollment-minimum 2 veai·s in
advance; benefits valid for 12 year-S: Please
c:~mtact: .Tiu: Gift_of Education'. Departml•nt
NH - Suite aH. 15 Rockelt>ller Pfaza .'l:l•w
YorJ... NPw York. IOOl!J. 212-5-11-7568 t11· 7;;;;o

books?

Let the class ads do the rest of your work for you!
Find a ride, a room, a job or a friend ...

EARN UP TO $3000 PER SEMES·a....i OR
MUCH MORE! Campus Reps wanted.to post
distribute for commission. LinPs. guaranteed
to sell. Aggressiv~. motivated persons. Few
nours weekly. Send resume, $2, for Job
description, mfo sheets, application forms,
post &i handling. Upon acceptance receive
coding number.i.. memb. card, work manual
free.
WRIT~:
Nationwide College
Marketing Services CNCMSl, Box 1384, Ann
Arbor, .tVII 48106. 12/14
DATA ANALYST needed for N.H. continuing
education project. Must have group process
and observational skills, strong analytical
and writing skills, independen1 initiative.
Part-time up to 50 days during December
through June. 130/dav. Prefer 2nrl year
graduate student or equivalent, with iuterest
m gerontology, social work, counseling/mental fiealth. Able to work at home
<Durnam areal and travel some. For
screening appointment
call 603-862-1903.
12/10

and

Wan( to help a kid at Christmas? Sunday
night Dec. 12 at the Mub Pub Club Christmas
party; we would appreciate it if
would
bring a gift to be donated to a loca childrerur
home fi>r their Christmas. Please Help.
Oldies night. 12/10
.

c
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~

Come to room 151 of the MUB
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Cats crush Maine, 89-58
highest scorer with 16 points. She
also collected five assists, stole
the ball five times and "played
beautifully", according to Mills.
Freshman Diane Delisle was
next with 12 points followed by cocaptain Clare Pyne, who hauled
down five rebounds in addition to
her 10 points.
UNH opened their regular . From then on, UNH just ran the .
Forward Maura McCarthy· had
season in high style, led by co- Black Bears into the ground with eight points and center Nancy·
captain Jean Giarrusso, who led their unrelenting "fast break Hall led the team with seven
all · scorers with 22 points. augmented by free substitution.
rebounds.
UNH opened their regular
"Almost everyone played an
UMaine was led by Rollins .
season in style, led by co-captain equal amount of time,'' said with 15 points followed by
Jean Giarrusso, who led all Mills "and they all came into the Stoddard with 10 points.
scorers with 22 points.
game' fresh. Maine just got tired." ·
The Wildcats, who shot 48 per
"Our depth really showed,"
Though it was a total team ef- . cent from the floor, will host the
said coach Joyce Mills, ' 'ten of; fort, the1·e were some individual Black Bears on Thursday in their
our twelve players scored and players who stood out.
last game before the semester
four of them were in double fig:·
·
Kathy Sanborn was the second break.
By Paul Keegan
The UNH Women's basketball .
team racked up the second highest point total in their history .
Wednes<;iay night as they blasted
Maine by a whopping 89-58 score.
The Wildcats tallied 96 noints
last year agains~ Plymouth.

ures. The whole team played
well, it didn •t matter who I put
in."
The contest was close in the
early going, with Maine actually
taking the lead briefly, but the
Wildcats came on strong and
opened up a 42-36 halftime lead.

Brown, BU win

Last week's wrestling match
against Bowdoin has been
rescheduled for Feb. 26. The
match against Maine has been
moved up from Dec. 18 to Dec. 17.
The UNH swimming team will
host Bridgewater State tomorrow
afternoon at 2 p.m. in Swasey
pool. The meet against Holy
Cross scheduled for Dec. 11 has
Feb. 1 at 3
been rescheduled
p.m.

for

JV's romp
over NEC .
The UNH women's jayvee·
basketball team opened its
season yesterday with a 73-15 win :
over NPw Ene:land College.
Twelve UNH players were mvolved in the scoring. Carol Pierce and Lisa McMahon led the '
Cats in scoring with 11 points
each.

· Brown and Boston University finally broke into the win column
this week. TheBruins (1-3) with five goals in the second period
won their first game at the expense of Yale (2-4). BU's Tony
Meagher scored an over time goal to give the Terriers a 3-2 win
over Harvard. The Crimson had comeback to tie the score at 2-all
with two third period goals.
l'rov1dence College dropped its second game in a row to Boston
College 7-4. PC goalie Bill Milner had to make 35 saves while his
counterpart, BC's Paul Skidmore made 16.
Clarkson remained undefeated with a 7-1 win over Colgate.
Cornell kept St. Lawrence in the winless ranks with a 10-4
drubbing Tuesday night. Penn won its first game of the season
edging Princeton 3-2.

Away hockey tickets
There are between 88 to 100 tickets available for the remaining
UNH away hockey games this season.
They ate Harvard, reserved, $3; Michigan St., reserved $4;
Boston University, reserved $3.50; Bowdoin, general admission,
$2.50; Boston College, reserved $3; Dartmouth, reserved $3;
Providence, general admission, $3; and Pennsylvania, reserved $3.
Tickets are available in Room 150 in the Field House between
nine and five.

UPI Coach of the Year
Brown football coach John Anderson was named UPI New
England Major College Coach for the Year. Anderson led Brown
to its first ivy league title.
.
.
UNH coach Dill Bowe1;: received votes for the award along with
Joe Yukica of Boston College and Carmen Cozza of Yale. Bowes
won the award last year.

~~--~--~-----------------------------------------,

Last issue of The New Hampshire
is one week from today \
Advertise NOW!

l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i Andy Sc hachat l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~m~ ~ ~f:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Globetrotters
still a legend,
but once is enough
had seen the Harlem Globetrotters many times, playing in
cities all over the world. Their routines and gimmicks were as familiar to me as anything I have seen in sports and the faces of their
stars, as recognizable as my favorite athletes.
But it was always television that had brought me the Harlem
Globetrotters. Whether they were playing the Washington Generals, Boston Shamrocks, or whatever name they gave their opponent, I had always seen the Harlem ·Globetrotters, the most
famous.basketball team in the world, on television, never in person.
So it was with much interest that I attended the Harlem Globetrotters game this past Wednesday night in Lundholm Gym. I
really wondered what my reaction would l!>e in seeing the Globetrotters live for the first time.
Actually I thought I knew what my reaction would be beforehand. Over the past few years I have grown disenchanted with the
team and have not been as excited and awed by the team as I had
once been. Therefore I had resigned myself to expecting a rather
boring evening of basketball as the Globetrotters play it.
By the time the evening was over I had to admit that I was wrong.
No, I wa!' not overwhelmed by the teams wizardry as I had been as
a young boy, but the show was not as boring and monotonous as
I thought it would be.
To start with I was down right fascinated with the Globetrotters
warm-up done to the tune of "Sweet Georgia Brown." I had
thought bef~re the game that the warm-up circle, where five of the
Globetrotters take turns doing fancy things_ with the ball, was one
of the most entertaining thing.5 in basketball. After the warmup, I
5till thought that and as I have for years. I wished I could do such
things with a basketball·.
The rest of the game was not as exciting for me, though there
were some highlights. I have long since known that the Harlem
Globetrotters are not the great basketball team that they would
have everyone believe. No, I don't think the Harlem Globetrotters
could beat pro team. I don't even th~nk t~e game would be close.
That thought crossed my mind as I watched the team do its many
moves, plays, and routines throughout the evening. Yes, it does
take good timing to work their three man weave with every second
or third pass being thrown into the pivot .. But when the other team
is supposed to let you work that play, it isn't as hard or impressive
as it looks.
On the other hand it takes talent to do some of the things that
the Harlem Globetrotters do. Finishing off the weave takes a good
pass to a man moving through the air. It takes talent for Curly
Neal to stand at midcourt and throw a set shot up so high that it
almost hits the ceiling but still manages to go in. It takes just as
much talent for a guy like Neal to go through his dribbling routine
and not lose the ball. I heard once that the man chasing him sometimes tries to steal the ball, but cannot.
I guess that's what impressed me most about the Globetrotters
on this night. Watching them close up the first time, I saw more
talent in them than I thought they had. Some of the shots and some
of the moves would do any basketball team proud.
Of course there is more to the Harlem Globetrotters than just
basketball and for the rest of it I had mixed emotions. Some of the
jokes and lines that Meadowlark Lemon, the most famous of all
Globetrotters, used I had heard so many times before that they just
didn't strike me as funny. But I have.to admit, he had me laughing a
few times.
Not only was there more to the Globetrotters than basketball,
there was more to the evening than the Globetrotters and I was
sorry for it. The pre-game show featured a chimpanzee act, the
halftime- festivities exhibiting a ping-pong match and an acrobatic
act. The acts were good and the ping-pong players were talented
but I didn't think they belonged. I felt they hurt the image of the
Globetrotters. The team travels the world boasting of its record
(over 13,000 wins) and trying to exhibit some fancy and entertaining basketball. I felt that the Globetrotters would be b-etter off
keeping the show just to basketball and not creating the image of a
circus.
But I was glad I went. I can now say that I saw the Harlem
Globetrotters in person. Being an avid basketball fan for many
years, I had the ·same feeling political fans must have felt last

a

UNH vs. Cornell
7 p.m.
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Snively

Ar~na

'lberes

lots ofJiving ·
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·
· lovina ahead

-'~~~' short?
SJtfv~fi
~- =· _:

February when all the presidential candidates came to Durham; I
was excited at seeing famous people. No, they didn't capture my
imagination like they once did, but the Harlem Globetrotters are
still a basketball legend and I didn't regret seeing them, even if I
do~} think ~'ll go back.
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Talking to the bookie, a risky business
By Elizabeth Grimm
"What do you have on Brown,
Providence,
and
Princeton/Maryland'? " I ask into the
pay phone in the lobby of the
Providence Civic Center.
"Brown is a pick, Providence
four and a half, and Maryland
nine," barks Murph with a
hulldog voice.
"Hmmm ... Okay, forget Brown
and give me the dogs five times
each."
I hang up the receiver and my
knees begin to shake. I have a
queasy feeling in my stomach. I
mever thought that I'd be talking
to a man I don't know, betting
with money I don't have, on a
basketball game I don't really
w~nt to watch.
Up until a few years ago I
thought a point spread was a new
taste treat from Kraft. But then
Sweet William started dragging
me to basketball games where he
would sometimes bet his rather
meager paycheck. I didn't have
much interest in any of it-the
games or the betting, until Sweet
William won enough tn one month
to take a trip to San Francisco.
I began to realize that there
might be a quicker way to fill up
my bankbook than by working at
McDonald's.
Which brings me back to this
bitter cold night in early.December. I have just gotten down
(placed a bet) for fifty dollars on

two college basketball games
with a bookie named Murph. I
would like to be able to say that
my initiation into the gambling
world began with the UNH Wildcats, but they aren't on the line.
The line is a point-spread that is
made to supposedly equalize the
games. It originates in Las Vegas
and filters down into various
states like tentacles . Las Vegas'?
Don't worry, I tell myself, it's
legal )well, it isn't illegal) to
place bets. It's just illegal to take
them.
Sweet William and the Boys
had handicapped the Providence/
Purdue game to be even. I
originally planned to bet on
Providence College because they
are traditionally unbeatable at
home and Purdue has recently
lost two road games. But when
'Murph informed me that PC was
a four and a half point favorite it
·seemed .like too many points to .
give up, so I turned it around and
look Purdue with the points.
My plan was to bet on one game
'that I'd watch and also on one in
another part of the country. i'd be
having what Sweet William calls
"action while you sleep" since
you usually don't find out the
score until the next morning.
_ There is a double-header
tonight with Brown playing
-Davidson first. Murph said that
was too close to favor and I've

seen enough of Brown in recent in El Dorados.
Fear strikes my heart when I
years to be wary of spending any
money on them. When you're bet- find my seat. Oh, no, that ref is
ting the rent it's a lot tougher to notorious for giving games to
pick the winners and betting on ·providence. What am I doing this
Brown could be like betting on for? I can't believe I am this
Mel Thomson to approve the crazy. Christmas is· coming ; the
last thing in the world an unemUNH budget first time around.

4. I clap ferociously. " It'~ a long
game, Lib," says Sweet William
next tome.
Time
out
PC.
Their
cheerleaders bounce onto the
floor. The cheer ends in a huge
pyramid and the cheerleader on
top dunks a basketball into the
basket. As far as I am concerned
they are the only PC people I
want to see make baskets.
"Look at the size of those
guys,' '' says the woman behind
me. Hey, she's right. The height
advantage, that's it! Oh, yeah, no
problem. Purdue is much taller.
Why their number 22 is seven feet
tall. It's a cinch. Purdue will win,
I know it. I can feel it.
PC seems to be growing taller
ployed college student needs is to all the time. Dwight Williams and
lose sixty bucks in a matter of Joey Basset are going to drive
me crazy. "That's too bad, " says
hours.
There are 10,000 berserk PC the man in front of me when
fans surrounding me. I only hope Basset misses his favorite play, a
that
if
something
goes long outside shot. No it's not. It's
wrong ... stop it, don't think like not at all. Keep missing them,
that...that if someting goes Joey,keepitup. ,
Six minutes to go in the first
wrong, Princeton will ...
I am tearing away at a nail that half. I'm on the home stretch
is being bitten to the quick. It now. I can feel it. Purdue is ahead
starts to bleed. I bind my peanut · 22 to 12. The PC band strikes up
wrapper around it because my the Friar's theme "The Saints Go
napkin is already in shreds. A Marching In". Don't help them,
nerve in the back of my head is Saints, wherever you are, please.
beginning to press against my I'm the one that needs help. "22 to
12. That's an awfully low score,
skull.
"I think this is going. to be a
;houting game," says the woman
behind me. Purdue is ahead 8 to BOOKlE, page 16

'I thought a point spread

was a new taste treat from Kraft'
Even though Princeton was
playing an away game and
against a better team, I decided
to bet 'on them. The game appeared to be a matter of style.
Maryland likes to run up and
down and play a fast game and
Princeton is • very slow and
'deliberate. I was figuring that
Princeton would slow them down
and make them play deliberately
so I took the nine points.
All bets are six to five
(although some 'in' people get
them five and a half to five).
That's called the vigorish, or the
vig. I've bet twenty-five bucks on
each game "but-I'ff have to pay
back thirty on each if I tose.
That's why bookies drive around

cat stats

Hockey
Season scoring

ECAC standings

UNH7NU4

!Not includini; last ni!lht'sgames)

Xamc
Bob Miller.• .••..•.•..• ;........
Joe R1utdo. . . . • . .. • . . . • . . . • . .. . •
Roh Gould • .• •••.,. .. . • . . . . . . . . .
.<1tl11h Cox . ...... • . • · · • · · · · · . . . .
Jou fnntas • .•....... ... .. , , •.. ,
Da,·c IA1mlc~· ................. . .,
Tim Hltl'kc .• . .. ••.. . •·. .• • •.. .• ..
Paul Powers .. ................ .'.
Frank Koy .. ............. , ...• , •
Harry EdJilll' . .. • • . • .. . .. .. • . .. . .

Goals
2
1
4

Asslst11
7

4
3
2

4
5
4

2
0
:\
2

4
6

a

Jim llanic,.... ..... ... ....... ..

:\

2

Tc~·

2
l
2
I

Flanllj(an •• • •••••.•..••.. ,
llrucc ('n1wdcr •• , .. , ..... , • .. • •
John ~onnand. • • . • • . . • . • • • • • . • .
Peter XcNman. . . . • . • . . • . . . . . • . • •
Gary llun1s. • • . • • . .. . • • . • • . .. . . •
Paul Sunl11111 ••••••••••••• , , , , • •

l'~ll l'Ol'AI.~

H
4

6

Sooond Poriod

UNH2:43Fontas t Powers l
UNH 11 :24 Miller I Fontas, Cox l
NU 12:03 Coates <Deck, France 1
NU 14:09McMillen 1Derby. Dodman l
UNH 18: 19 Lumley 1Crowder. Surdam>
HO

G,A,·!(.

S\....

s,·. A''ll·

131

28.2
2ti.O

l>an Mal(111U"Clll • • • • • • • • • • • • •

271)

l(j

3.44

Iii()

Ii;

0.00

12
7

Total

o.o;

SVS/PEN.

7
II

l'Xll. ...... .. ....
OPPONENTS • . • .

0

I ·

5:\
H7

S\". Pct. ·

.M91
.Ml:l

a

2

"f

Total

67

79

I

200

61

61

4

21:\

l'rinct•ton .11 8 0,lon Univer..ily

UNH-Magnarelli
NU-McElroy
Metz

Cnrnl'll .11 UNH
H.1rv.1rd .11 IJrown

Isl 2nd 3rd Total
19 13 18 46
13 . •
• 15 14 35 '

UNO 89 SC 75

Basketball

Brown 6 · Yale 1
Boston College 7 - Providence 4
Boston Univ. 3 - Harvard 2
Cornell IO· St. Lawrence 4
Clarkson7·Colgate I
Princeton 3 ·Penn. 2

Goalie Saves

GA

Mark E"anK • • , •• • •• • • • ••• •••

OT

IJ11,,hm C u lll'):t' J I Vt•rimmt
Coli:.1tt• Jt IU'I
(lrinct.'f (1n .11 Nltrfhl·.u.tt·rn

Women's swimming
100 butterfly

UNH
FG
PLAYER
Layne. ....................
1
Dickson.. .................. 4
Singelais. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Laskaris. ..... .......•..... 6
Jones. ..................... 2
Van Deventeur... . . . . . . . . . . o
Herbert... ................. 2
Cavanaugh . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . 4
Pardo ..................... o

FT REB. TP
2
4
3
1
11
0
5
8
6
7
18
0
0
4
0
1
0
1
6
5
4
4
12
0

0

0

TOTALS ...................

16

26

62

23

New Hampshire
Ron Layne
Keith Dickson
Paul Dufour
Steve Singe la is
Peter Laskaris
Norm Jones
Bill Delaney
Brendan VanDevq
Ken Herbert
Tom Cavanaugh
Bill Pardo
Jim Parker

FG

Margie Stephanik
100 freestyle

Keene 1:09.:i

LaurieSchulte
100 backstroke
NancyFinigan

UNH

57?

20

UNH

1:13.5

I!!

~freestyle

f<'T TP

l
6

II .
()

2.t
2

()

2
0
5
0
0

0
14
0

:l2

25

11!!

FG

1--r

TP

TOTALS

URI
PLAYER
Williamson . • • .. . .. .. • • . • ..

FG

Williams. ..................

5
3
2
4
4
2
3
7

TOTALS ...................

30

Soares.....................
Nelson .. ....... ... . :..... ..
Wright.. ....................
Davis.. ....................
Wilds.. .................. ..

Johnson. ..................

FT REB. TP

3

8
6
3
0
8

13
6
4
8
10
4
6
17

8

40

68

3

o
o
O
2

o
o

I

HPI <2·:J ) .••... , . • . • . . . . . • • o

Third Period

0

2

1

UNH 15:54 Burke (Powers, Edgar I

2
0
I
O

Mh1utcs

W L. T
6 o o
2 O o
3 I O
2 1 O
4 2 O
2 I o
3 2 o
3·
2 O
3 2 O
2 2 o
2 4 o

St. Lawrence <4-6> .......· .. O

87

l'.Nll. ............
OPPONENTS • • • •

UNH4:10Langway <unassisted >
UNH4:55Fonata lunassisted l
NU 6:40Turner <Derby, McMillen>pp
NU 13:40Turner <Holmeslpp
UNH 14:08Crowder t Langway >

~

.. , • , , • , , ,. • , • , • , ,

GOALS/PEN.

First Period

H
H
H
6
6

OPPONENTS ... . .. .......... ..
<iOAl.IE Sl'MMANY

Scoring

Points
9
9

Clarkson HO·ll .............
Cornell 14-ll .. . .. . .. .. . . . ..
UNH l5·2> .................
Boston College I 5-1> .. . .. . ..
Providence 16-2l ...........
Northeastern <2·21 .........
Colgate 14·3 >...............
Harvard <3-2 1 ..............
Vermont 13-41. .............
Dartmouth 12-21 ...........
Yale 12-4) ..................
Pennsylvania 12-3> .........
Brown <t-3 >................
Boston Univ . 11-3 1.. . .. . .. . .
Princeton ll-5 1.............

5
9

Springfield
Don Lemieux
Mike Gambardell~
Bryan Riley
Dan Jarvis
Jim Grise
David Pugh
Tom Doherty
Ed Pryor
Chuck Ertel
Tom Consol
David Porter
TOTALS

11
6
0

0

0
2
0
0

0
16
6
10

0

3.1

9

75

Carol Mather
UNH 6:23.6
i.oo brmstroke
l..izHatch
UNH 1:19.5
:m freestyle relay
Webb, L. Hatch, M. Hatch, Dabrowski
UNH 1:49.Z
Medley relay
Goddard, Bailey, Boch, Dabrowski
· UNH Z:03.6
D> freestyle .
Carol Mather
UNH Z:l7.5
100 lndividual Medley
Laurie Schulte
UNH I :00.0
· 50 backstroke
Rhonda Goddard
UNH 3:Ul
50 breastroke
Debbie Cone
Keene :16.H
50 freestyle
Boch
· UNH 27.8
50 butterfly
KathyWebb
UNH 28.!1
l
Deena Baile)·
UNH l:i!l.i:i
3 meter rtivi~
l'~H
Cropafl("'

3

O

3

o
o
o

3
5

o
O

Pct.
1.000
1.000

.750
.667
.667
.667
.600
.600
.600
.500
.333
.250
.250
.250
.166
.000

.000
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UNH holds off Huskies, 7-4
Roy centers first line

BU's Jack- O'Callahan lands a left to the head of UNH's
Rod Langway in last Saturday's UNH victory over BU.
<Steven Morrison photo)

sports

UNH later killed off a two man
By Mike Minigan
Coach Charlie Holt juggled disadvantage for 1: 07 but with
things around a bit last night and Rando sitting out his second
his team responded with a 7-4 win penalty of the period, Mike
over Northeastern at Boston Holmes blocked a Wildcat
clearing pass and fed Turner in
Arena.
Holt moved Frank Roy into the the slot. Turner beat Magnarelli
center spot of the first line with with a short backhander at 13:40.
The sparse lluskie crowd bar:Barry Edgar and Bob Gould
while shifting Bob Miller to wing dly had time to settle down when
28 seconds later Bruce Crowder
with Jon Fontas and Ralph Cox.
The Cats controlled the play for took a Langway pass just inside
much of the first period and jum- the NU blue line and beat
ped out to a quick 2-0 lead on McElroy with a 30 foot wrist shot.
Huskie coach Fernie Flaman
unassisted goals
by Rod
called on Jim Metz to mind the
Langway and Fontas.
Langway took a face-off from nets in the second period. ·
Both teams were more
Paul Surdam at the left point and
his slap shot beat NU goalie Jim aggressive and play was more
wide open during the middle
McElroy at 4: 10 of the period.
Forty five seconds later with frame.
Magnarelli was forced to make
Joe Rando in the penalty box,
Fontas led a UNH rush, split two some fine saves in the UNH nets.
Huskie defenders and fired a 25 He robbed Daryll Deck and Paul
foot wrist shot that beat McElroy Wilkins early in the period. He
also stopped Dale Ferdinandi,
to the short side.
Penalties hurt the Cats though who shot from a scramble in front
as NU climbed back into a 2-2 tie of the net with 40 seconds left in
with two power play goals from the period.
The Cats scored the lone goal of
Wayne Turner.
Turner's first goal came at 6:40 the period at 15:54 as a Burke
after Huskie forward Mark Der- slap shot found its way through a
by stole the puck from Tim Burke screen and was tipped in by a NU
behind the Wildcat net. UNH was defender. Paul Powers and
still killing Rando's penalty as Edgar drew assists on the play.
Turner collected Derby's pass . The Cats extended their lead to
and beat UNH goalie Dan 6-0 early in the final period as
Fontas tipped in a Powers slap
Magnarelli to the glove side.

UNH scalps Chiefs, 89-7 5
By Mike Finio and Andy
Sch a chat
.
:·1 may not look that happy,"
said Gerry Friel about last
night's 89-75 win over Springfield
college, "But believe me it's good
to have that first win.''
The Wildcats almost did not get
that first win. But after a poor
first half, in which they were out
rebounded and out hustled by a
shorter Springfield team, they

exploded for 49 points, while
holding the Chiefs to 36 points
during the second half.
"I wasn't pleased at all with the
first half,'' said Friel. ''We threw
every defense we had at them
and they handled them all. The
key to our win though was in the
first six minutes of the second
half. "
The Wildcats defense shut out
Springfield for those first six

UNH's Keith Dicksen drives to the hoop-in last night's 89-75
Wildcat victory over Springfield. <Art Illman photo)

minutes, while scoring ten unanswered points, taking a 50-39
lead.
Co-captain Pete Laskaris
scored six of those ten points, and
he ended up with a game high
total of 24 points, 16 of which
came in the second half.
"Laskaris played confidently
In the :second half." said Friel.

"He controled the inside, and
that's where his game is."
Along with Laskaris' outstanding offen~ive performance,
guard Ron Layne held the Chief's
leading scorer Mike Gambardella to six points, all of which
came in the first half.
"Layne is our best defensive
player and he did a great job
tonight.'' said Friel.
Steve Singelais played an excellent second half, and he contributed 19 points to the win.
Guard Keith Dicksov, who !)cored
20 points, was the main reason
'the Wildcats were up one at the
half. Sixteen of his points came in
the first half, and he hit eight of
nine free throws on the night.
David Pugh was high scorer for
Springfield, with 16 points.
"I was very happy with our .
shooting tonight, especially from
the foul line··(83 oJ..o-). This win
will help our confidence, but
we're still not playing with the intelligence, poise and discipline
we need.
Overall, with the pressure we
were under having an 0-3 record,
it's a good win. We ~ere playing
tight in the first half, but we put it
all together in the second half,"
said Friel.
"We're playing well on the
road, and if we can win thisSatu~day at Northeastern, welf,
that w9uld be a big win for us.

Cats make KSC number
.Jy Paul Keegan
Dabrowski swam the 200 yard
The UNH women's swim team . freestyle relay, taking a full 1.3.
ran their seasonal record to 6-0 seconds off her previous record.
with a 103-27 devastation of Keen Webb won the 50 yard butterfly
State College yesterday after- and took two seconds off her fornoon in Swasey Pool.
mer time in the 100 yard butterThere was no question as to fly . .
which was the superior team as
Laurie Schulte broke a school
the Wildcats took all but two of record by taking the 100 yard In- .
the 15 events.
dividual Medley with a time of
1:06, slicing 1.4 seconds off the
"I knew ·ve'd have no trouble old time.
with Keene," said UNH coach
Margie Shuer, "I even let my · The feeling before the meet ·
swimmers pick which events 1 was that it was a total mismatch
they wanted to participate in."
and both coaches were only
Shuer cited Mira Dabrowski trying to prepare for other upand caihy Webb as showing the coming meets and to establish
new school records.
most imorovement.

...

_

·

shot, and Miller scored from a
-scramble in front.
The Huskies fought back to 6-4
on goals by Mike McMillen and
Mark Coates.
But Dave Lumley insured the
victory with the prettiest goal of
the night at 18: 19.
Crowder took a pass from Surdam at center ice and led a two on
one break with Lumley into NU's
zone. Crowder drew two defenders with him as he slipped the
pass to Lumley who had the
whole left side of the net to shoot
at. .
The Wildcats will host Cornell
tomorrow night in Snively Arena.
Game time is seven p.m.
The Big Red come into the
game with a perfect ECAC
record (2-0). Cornell has beaten·
St. Lawrence <10-4) and Brown
(3-2).
A characteristic of this year's
Cornell squad is balance. Coach
Dick Bertrand skates four lines.
In the St. Lawrence game, three
of the lines scored twice.
Cornell's leading scorer is
sophomore center Lance Nethery
(10-7-17). Last year's leading
scorer Jim Vaughn is the left
wing on Netherly's line. Vaughn
has scored four _ goals and
assisted on twelve others.

RPI catches UVM

RPI got into the win column last night with a 11-7 win over Vermont in Burlington, Vt.
The Engineers went into the final stanza losing 5-2. Paced by
Puttman (four goals), RPI scored nine times, three times into an
open net to clinch the win.
UVM's Tom McNamara made 33 saves while RPI's Bill Sloan
and Greg Karlberg made 26.
Vermont is now 3-3 in the ECAC while RPI is 1-2.

They arc always tough. A win

there would also help get some
more fans out to ol:lr next home
game with UConn. "
Against Rhode Island Tuesday
night, the Wildcats had nothing to
be ashamed of as they came up
on the short end of a 68-62 s.core.

The WiJdcatS went up against one
of the most talented teams in
New _England at that team's
home court and almost pulled off
the upset.
Leading 55-54 with under seven

BASKETBALL, page 17
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"I knew they'd win by quite a
bit," said Keene State coach
Mary Ellen Dash, "We're in two
different conferences, so we
knew we wouldn't make half their
score."
"But, our i$pirit never dampened the whole time," she continued, "they were just super."
·~1 give our team a 10-1 shot to
win next Thursday," said Shuer
of her team's upcoming meet at
home against UMaine, "But if we
:do get by them, I think that we
can have an undefeated season."
Only the Bridgewater, Bowdoin
and Radcliff meets, to be held after the semester break, stand in
their way .

Meadowlark Lemon of the Harlem Globetrotters has a little fun during the Trotters' rerformance at UNH Wednesday night, as Curly Nea looks on. (Scott Spalding
photo>

